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MULTILEG TANKER MOORING SYSTEM AND UNLOADING FACILITY: 
SYSTEM MODEL AND RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.     Executive Summary.  The delivery of fuel b) sea to friendly iOr« <*> engaged 
with a hostile force has been subjected to a detailed inquiry using operation« research 
methodology. \ 11\ brid scenario ha> been formulated which modifie> the Training and 
Doctrine Command (TRADOC), Fort Monroe. Virginia, midc.i-l ~«vnario>. Super- 
imposing certain demanding elements draw n from the Multileg Tanker Mooring System 
requirement document. The result is a hypothetical conflict embodying the TR \I)OC 
scenario.- fuel consumption requirements but complicated by loss of formal port facili- 
ties and bv extension of the hostility from 60 to 90 days in duration. Fuel delivery 
means have been limited to the air-transportable mooring and unloading line developed 
a> par! <>! the overall Multileg Tanker Mooring System. 

A   mathematical   model   has   been    formulated   which   represents   both   the 
supply portion of the problem the mooring and offshore pipeline - and the demand 
portion — the military force located inland and the fuel distribution, storage, decon- 
tamination, and dispensing equipment required to sustain that force throughout a 90- 
day hostility.    The model incorporates a fuel reserve objective established by the 
Iricndlv tones' commander; fuel levels nominally rise toward that reserve objective as 
the hostility progresses actual levels respond to the difference between cumulative 
consumption and cumulative deliveries. Deliveries may be prevented by unfavorable 
climatic conditions and imperfect equipment while consumption is observed to vary 
with time, the result of arrivals and departures of military units and the changing 
tempo of operations. 

The model by necessity is extremely detailed and as expected incorporates 
a number of assumptions and decision rules; the more significant are as follows: 

a. All fuel deliveries after midnight of day 4 will be made by tankers 
which will moor and discharge fuel for M) hours, then depart for 18 hours — a 48-hour 
cycle repeated until operations cease on day 90. 

b. A fuel reserve is required, and sufficient moorings and unloading lines 
will be placed allowing that reserve objective to be met by midnight of day 29 barring 
system failures but allowing for unfavorable weather conditions which preclude the 
tanker from entering the mooring. 



c. A study of worldwide coastal climatology led to the conclusion that 

elevated seastates could hamper fuel deliveries to a substantial degree. The model 
reflects that conclusion by limiting deliveries to 40 percent of the time during the first 
30 days - a figure derived from the unfavorable weather incidence rate during the 

worst month of the year at 14 worldwide sites. Deliveries are permitted 70 pen cut of 
the time during the latter 60 days — an incidence rate representative of the annual 
average occurrence. 

d. Hostile forces do not prevent friendly forces from using the mooring 

or unloading line nor do they destroy the facility or any fuel. 

e. Fuel Storage containers are available in advance of the time they are 

required to receive the fuel. 

f. Fuel will not be accepted once the fuel reserve objective has been 
reached. Fuel deliveries will be aborted and the tanker unmoored before the reserve 

objective is reached. Once a delivery is aborted, the tanker may not return until its 

next scheduled delivery. 

g. If a delivery is aborted by a failure, the tanker will be released and not 

permitted to return until the next scheduled delivery. This will always prevail even 
though repairs may be completed within 4 hours, and the tanker may. consequently, 

be idled for as many as 43 hours after the repair has been made. 

h. Kach mooring and unloading line is associated with its own dedicated 
onshore storage containers and its own dedicated Traction of the friendly force which 
continues to draw fuel from those containers until HO more remains. If one mooring is 
inoperative, the fuel on hand will continually diminish through consumption even 
though hie) storage containers in adjacent fa«-ilities mighl be Tilled to capacity. 

i. No variations in the 48-hour fuel deliver) cycle are permissible. This is 

true even if fuel reserves become dangerously low. In an actual situation, operating 

personnel would be expected to revise the deliver} schedules! however, the model does 

not incorporate such Flexibilit} . 

j. The explosively embedded anchor projectiles are considered functional 
only when embedded 6 feet or more below the ocean bottom. It is further assumed 

that the Ulchors penetrate Only 12 feel into the bottom, which Is the smallest actual 
penetration observed. 

Approaching the problem in this manner admitledlv casts the system in a 

less   favorable    light    than   if   the   system's   intrinsic   physical   and   environmental 



characteristics could be described in precise detail. This is not possible, however, sin.* 
unccrlaintv pervades this problem as it does virtually any meaningful attempt to 

describe and quantify the behavior of complex systems; the systems analyst must 

accept some alternative approach if such systems are to be studied at all.  A consistent 

conservative bias — quite evident after reviewing the study assumptions - has been 

employed in this ease to channel the uncertainty. * The outcome of the study is 
admittedly sensitive to Ihr assumptions made: if the assumptions are changed or if the 

model's rigid structure is relaxed, the study findings will also change. The set of all 
Idc solutions m,i_\ be thought of as being situated between two boundaries: one 

representing («insistent use of the most liberal assumptions which would produce up 

ward biased predictions of system performance, and the other representingCOISSJlteuJ 

use of the most conservative assumptions which would produce performance predic- 
tions biased in the opposite direction. The latter approach has been chosen in even 

case since, when this is done, the resulting predictions of system performance would 
be expected to equal or approximate the lower boundary. Performance predicted in 
such a manner would then gain credibility as a "good" estimator even though it would 
be one with a downward bias. Actual performance would be better than the predicted 
performance, but it is not possible  to state by what amount. 

The model described was employed to simulate approximately 32,000 90- 
day hostilities during which pipeline length, reserve objective, and mission reliability 

were systematically varied. Specified values (SV) and minimum acceptable values 

(MAV) were subsequent!) defined for eases where the theoretical minimum number of 

systems was placed and for a second case where the minimum number of systems was 

supplemented by one additional system. 

A series of 36 SV's and 36 MAV's was derived: the 36 values of each result 
direct!) from the number of variables examined with the simulation model, i.e., six 
pipeline lengths varying from 1,000 to 5,000 feet, three reserve objectives varying from 
10 to 30 days, and two different numbers of deployed systems. The numerical 
findings were subjected to statistical analysis from which it was extablished that the 

rve objective had no statistical!) significant influence on the SV's and MAW 
However, a strong relationship was found to exist between the derived SV's. the 

MAV's, and the pipeline length. The data were fitted to two linear equations; the 

equations and their multiple K2 - a statistical (piantitv which in this instance repre- 

sents the proportion of the variability in the SV's and MAV's accounted for by the 
equations    an   i- follows: 

SV - 0.18095 + 0.00014 X; R2 = 0.9401, and (1) 

M\\    0.12143 +0.00013 X;R2 -0.8882, (2) 



where X is the pipeline length in feet. The strength of the relationships is very much in 
evidence, accounting for 94 percent of the SV variation and 89 percent of the MAV 
variation. If the equations are solved for the 2,500- and 5,000-foot-long pipeline cases, 
one obtains the values given in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Relationship Between SV, MAV, and Pipeline Length 

Pipeline Length                            SV                          MAV 

 (ft)        

2,500 0.53 0.45 
5,000 0.88 0.77 

The primary objective of this study was the establishment <»t SV's and 
MAV's which have a* their basis a rigonni> analytical foundation; formulation of a 
generalized mathematical model and the subsequent application of that model to a 
hybrid scenario constitute Buch a foundation. Accommodation of the primary objec- 
tive — derivation of SV's and MAV's — automatically rendered explicit many factors 
peculiar to tanker mooring and unloading faculties U a generic class: thus, a number 
of qualitative generalizations was spawned as a direct byproduct of deriving the >\ *s 
and M W's. Many of those generalizations warrant quantitative treatment - an effort 
which is deferred at this time but which promises to yield information of value in de- 
fining fertile areas for R&L); the information obtained also would be beneficial to those 
charged with operating the system described herein. The more substantive findings arc 
Summarized in the paragraphs which follow; however, the reader is urged to not stop 
there but, rather, to seek out those portions of the stud) when each topi« is treated in 
depth: treatment of the admittedly complex subject within the brief space allotted for 
a summary may. unfortunately, tend to obscure an otherwise lucid exposition. With 
that caution, a synopsis of the qualitative findings follows: 

a. Accumulation of a fuel reserve is absolutely essential if numerous 
weather-induced fuel interruptions are to be avoided. 

b. A greater number of tankers, moorings, and unloading line.- i> required 
during the first M) days of a hostility than during the post-da) 30 period, This occurs 
Since the fuel consumption plus a contribution to the fuel reserve must be accommo- 
dated during the first 30 days, while only consumption must be accommodated after- 
ward. 

c. The unloading line is expected to constitute the limiting bottleneck in 
virtually anv mooring and unloading facility used by the military. While it generally 
will never be feasible to discharge fuel at a rate even approaching the volumetric 
capacity of a lanker\> pump>. the problem could be ameliorated somewhat by:   (1)  use 



of multiple unloading lines with each mooring; (2) reducing pipeline friction by appli- 

cation of an internal coating to the unloading line or use of friction reducing fuel addi- 
tiv-, thereb) decreasing the roughness coefficient and increasing the flow rale; ami 

(3) use of offshore pumping stations to increase flow rate. 

(1. Weather will periodical}) prevent a tanker from initially mooring or 

from remaining in a mooring; weather factors, therefore, influence the volume of fuel 

which ma\ he actually discharged. The degree of influence will van both from site-to- 

-it«' and as a function of the month during which operation- take place.   While this 
problem ma) not he totall) overcome in an) reasonable manner, development of a 
HI mid generation   mOOling System  capahlc  of restraining tanker- in .-ea.-tates beyond 

the seastate 2 limitation of the current system would at least diminish th«' problem. 

e.     The current system ma) only service tanker- moored within 5000feel 
of the shore.    This implies that the smallest tankers within the Military Sealift Com* 
rnand  (MSC) fleet  may   he  -afely   moored oidy  66 percent of the time off coastlines 

which are otherwise suitable,   attention should be given to developing a second genera- 
lion unloading line which may he placed further offshore than the current line. 

i. Since th«- 25,000-DWT-size tanker is the smallesl within th«- MSC 

fleet — it is also the largest which the current system ma) handle - attention should be 

-iv. n to developing a second-generation mooring capable of safe!) accommodating 
tanker- larger than the 25,000-DWT SH 

g. The explosive embedment anchor development effort consisted lar^eU 
of innovation rather than of deliberate application of theoretical research findings. 
While the anchor was subsequently proven to he a useful device, further improvement 
mUSl await the theoretical findings which a bane and exploratory research effort would 

he expected to unearth.   This problem is further exacerbated b) ignorance of the 
mooring load/time history which the anchor- mu-t resist. 

h. System performance has been differentiated from mission reliability for 

the purposes of this study. Performance is measured by the number of fuel interrup- 
tion- experienced hy the friendly force, while mission reliability i- measured by the 

success with which the system moors and discharges a tanker during a 30-hour mission. 

System performance has been found to he a function of mission reliability and pipe- 
Im» length; mis-ion reliability ha> been found to he a function of the hardware design 
and the physical properties of the soil in which the anchor.'- are embedded. Thu.-. i 
system would he expected to exhibit a higher mis-ion reliability — and a superior level 
of performance - if the anchors were embedded in sand, clay, or coral than if the 
anchors were embedded in mud or silt. The effect of the other variable pipeline 
length -   ma\  be examined in a similar manner.   A system would experience the same 



number of mission failures it' it lias a short pipeline or a long pipeline; however, B sys 
trm with a short pipeline would experience teuer fuel interruptions (i.e., it would 
exhibit a superior level of performance) than would a Bystem which differed onl) b) 
the inclusion of a pipeline of greater length. Hie term "identical" in this second 
example implies that both systems had anchors embedded in identical >oil and were 
subject to identical weather conditions. 

II. INTRODUCTION 

2. Objectives. The work that follows i> directed Inward the establishment of 
minimum MAV's and SV's for the Multileg Tanker Mooring System. The uniqueness 
of the item and the resulting lack of long-term performance data preclude the use of 
parametric analysis and extrapolation techniques as commonly employed. The lack of 
a comprcheiiMNc scientific theor) also precludes model formulation in the normal 
sense. The problem thus reduces to an examination of the mooring system's role in a 
broader context, i.e., what levels of MAV and SV are required if the mooring system is 
to perform its intended function? Once those values are actuaU) quantified, the deci- 
sion maker may compare them with the comparable values derived from Development 
Test II (UT II) data. Thus, the approach winch follows is acknowledged from the 
very beginning as an attempt to develop a yardstick against which actual performance 
may be measured and not as a comparison of promised performance against actual— 
an intellectually appealing check but one which has little relevance to the adequacy of 
a fielded system. 

A secondary but equally important objective is the study of offshore 
moorings and unloading lines as a generic class. The methodologj employed to estab- 
lish the MAY and SV gives visibility to a number of factors which impact on the opera- 
tion of Mich an offshore system; the methodology also allows a systematic investiga- 
tion of the mutual interaction of those factors. 

3. Methodology. The study objectives will be fulfilled through use of a hybrid 
scenario formulated through combination of the background and specific performance 
characteristics contained in the Mooring System Requirements Document and in two 
scenarios prepared h\ TRADOC.1 2 The requirements document quantifies many 
specific system capabilities, while the scenarios present the fuel requirements by type 
and as a function of time. Where a direct conflict or ambiguity c\i-t-. the more de- 
manding case has been integrated into the hybrid scenario. 

Letter, U.S. Aim) Combat Development* Command, Simjeet:   United Ihpartment of the Army Approved 
Qualitativ*- Materiel Requirement (QMR)for Multileg Tanker Mooring System, 1 .November 1972. 

9 
R. C. Lybarger and J. II. Taylor. "">. <»r< •>."' Army logistic tan, March April 1975, pp. 30*32. 



I IM nulilan lone add rosed lierein requires a multiplicity of iiHHMing and 
unloading systems for its Support; ihe actual IIUIIIIMT is dependent upon Ihr magnitude 
of the reserve fuel >upplv objective established to insure continuity of operation*. The 
effect of weather condition- i> also rxaiuiucd. and the probability of weather allowing 

or precluding thr delivery of furl is addressed through the study of weather conditions 
present off numerous worldwide coastlines. 

Once the performance requirements are established for an individual 

mooting ami unloading facility, a mathematical mode] will be formulated which relates 
deliveno lO consumption: the model also will count each instance when the fuel 

reserve reduce- to zero     a mca>urernent of system performance. 

The model will be run on a computer and the fuel demand objectives, the 
probability of mi>Mon success, and the fuel flow rate all will be varied systematically, 

thereb\ enabling u> to gun ■ detailed profile of system performance. The results of 
III« emulations will be segregated into feasible, in feasible, acceptable, and unacceptable 

/ones of performance from which the SV's and MAV\s will be derived. 

III. FUEL CONSUMPTION AND DELIVERY PATTERNS 

4. Corps Compositions. The demands placed on a mooring and unloading facil- 
ity are primarily and logically a function of the size and type of military force which 
the facility supports logisticall\. Certainly, a corps would be expected to consume far 
more fuel than would a single division; in a similar fashion, an Armor Division would 
consume far more fuel than would an  \irborne Division.  Identification of one or more 

line forces is then essential if the study is to draw meaningful quantitative conclu- 
sions; the two scenarios developed b\ TRADOC serve this purpose. 

One scenario involves the deployment of a light corps; the other scenario 
involve- l heavy corps. The composition of each is as reflected in the following: 

Light Corps Heavy Corps 

Virbome Division Cavalry Division 
\irmobilc Division Armor Division 

Cavalrj Division including \CCB Separate Brigade 
COSCOM Mechanized Division 
Port COSCOM 
Airfield \irfiehl 

Th«  corps includes actual combat elements and supporting elements; Air Force require« 
menta are also included. 



(Table A-l) and is illustrated u a function of time in Figure 1. The incremental pro- 

gression of fuel eonsumption is very much in evidence.   The progression originate« in 
the number of personnel ami llie level of military  activities.    The fuel consumption is 

observed to stabilize after da) 14; the level of the Last 46 days has been held constant 
for the period from da} 60 to daj 90. Comparable data lor the heav) corps are also 
listed in appendix A (Table A-2). 

5.     Daily Consumption.   Knowledge of the force composition is essential, but it 

constitutes only part of the information required for a comprehensive investigation. 
From a pragmatic point of view, the military force cannot arrive instantaneously ; 

instead, it must arri\r piecemeal as limited transportation resources deliver groups 

and equipment according to some prespecified order of priority. The TRAOOC 

scenarios detail the sequence quite explicitly, from which values for daily fuel con- 

sumption may he established. Such values are available from day I through da) 60, 

the day on which the scenario terminates operations. The hybrid scenario actually 

employed in this study adjusts the TRADOC fuel consumption data, as actually im- 

posed on the mooring and unloading facility, by assuming fuel supply during the first 

4 days to be provided b\ unspecified means. The mooring and unloading facility is 

assumed to arrive during day I, and its emplacement is iSBUmed to begin at midnight of 

that day; the facility would then be available at midnight of day L, its emplacement 

requiring 3 days given the favorable weather which is ■ssumed. This variation is con- 

sistent with the basic scenarios since it simply differentiates between the source of fuel; 
it does diverge in its fundamental assumption that the conflict takes place in a region 
either without commercial ports or without existing and available means to secure and 
unload tankers. Even should such means be available, Army Doctrine suggests that 

"POL facilities should be dispersed and sited away from other port facilities."3 

The fuel consumption data obtained from the TRADOC. scenario has been 
adapted in a second way for the purposes <>f this Stud) ; the conflict duration has been 

extended from 60 to ()() days to bring the model into coincidence with the service life 
specified in the system requirements document. This change simply extends the hypo- 

thetical deployment of the system-, thereby increasing the opportunity for chance, 

catastrophic, sequential failures |o occur. The system reliability requirements derived 
from this study will be, therefore, somewhat more demanding for the 90-day ease than 

for the 60-day case. 

The dairy rue) consumption for the light corps. is listed in   appendix   \ 

Department <»i the \mn PhM Miimil VIA "i 1. Tugi'mini TYiHijt (hgßniwtkmt mmi Opmmtkmt. Iul\ 1971. 
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Figure 1.  Daily fuel consumption for a light corps. 

6. Fuel Reserve. The daily fuel consumption constitute« a demand that must 
be nut on 8 continuous and instantaneous basis. This ma) be satisfied by: (1) mooring 
a tanker offshore permanently with it> pumps operating 24 hours a da) hut at an out- 
put pressure which will produce a flow rate which coincides exactl) with the instan- 
taneous fuel consumption or (2) using fuel storage tanks to hold fuel delivered in 
excess of demand, allowing the tanker to come and go. Holli cases offer both advan- 
tages and countervailing disadvantages which warrant further investigation.  The fire! 
i BSC  requires  thai one tanker he dedicated  to each unloading line where it present- a 

continuing tarnet, incurs substantial demurrage costs, and causes an interruption in 
fuel deliver) each time unfavorable weather makes it necessar) for the tanker to de- 
part the mooring for the relative securit) of the open ocean. Knowledge of the theore- 
tical maximum flow rate possible through one unloading line would permit an exact 
determination of how man) systems are required to support a corps size force; knowl- 
edge of the probability of < xperiencing unfavorable weather would permit a command- 
er to estimate how rrequentl) his force would be denied fuel. 

The second case, which involves a deliberate polic) of reserve fuel accumula- 
tion,  would   typicall)   require   the   tanker to moor for a period of time, pump fuel 



ashore, aid then leave. Each fuel dehverj would include sufficient fuel to siipprj 
friendly forces during the period between deliveries plus some additional fuel which 
would constitute a portion of the fuel reserve.  The percentage of the fuel delivered 
which is intended for the fuel reserve depends upon: how large a fuel reserve is 
desired, and how rapidh the fuel reserve must achieve the desired level. The first of 
the two issues will receive extensive attention in the pages which follow, while the 
second issue will be dispatched after ■ brief investigation Into the ramifications of 
various accumulation rate . 

If the fuel reserve is to be accumulated at all, additional systems will be re- 
quired over and above the number required to meet daily consumption exclusively. 
The number of additional systems required will increase direct!} as the desired accu- 
mulation rate is increased. Once the fuel reserve objective is reached, those additional 
systems could be idled since their primary utility is limited to the conveyance of 
reserve fuel stocks. One final factor weighing against an unduh rapid accumulation is 
the inevitable time lag which occurs between when the need for fuel storage containers 
is first realized and when those containers are actualK available; thus, a planned rate of 
fuel accumulation which exceed- the rate .it whieh the available engineer resources ma\ 
place storage containers is destined to failure from its inception. 

Accumulating the fuel reserve at a slow pace minimizes the number of sys- 
tems required but at the expense of increasing the uncertaint) about availability of 
fuel supplies — the very purpose of developing a fuel reserve is a reduction of such un- 
certainties. The short duration of the hostility already described further mitigates 
against a too gradual accumulation policy. 

Given the 90-day-duration hostility, s reasonable objective appear to be 
realization of the specified fuel reserve by midnight of day 29 - an approach which 
should result in adequate fuel stocks during the early days of the conflict when the 
force's ability to survive is most tenuous. The accumulation rate implied by the das 
29 objective should not require deployment of an excessive number of additional sys- 
tems nor should it require an unreasonable rate of fuel storage container placement. 
The precise effects of this choice will become increasingly clear in subsequent portions 
of the overall effort. 

The mooring, pumping, and mooring cycle would be repeated until the 90- 
day duration of hostilities ceased. In this case, tin- tanker also would be a target hut 
only intermittently. The occurrence of unfavorable weather would also result in the 
tanker leaving; however, proem e of a reserve fuel cache onshore would permit mili- 
tary operations to continue in this case, unlike the preceding case. Thus, the greater 
the fuel reserve, the longer a military force could operate m the absence of the tanker, 
raising the question: How large a reserve i> best'.'' The short duration of the conflict 
and the desire to procure and deplo) only some reasonable number of systems surest 
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examining three dis« rete ea.-es which involve fuel reserves (i.e.. 10-, J0-. and 30-da) 

!u< I letcrves) «living» onlv passing attention to the degenerate zero-reserve «ax- which 
virtually a»ures periods during which fuel will nut be available. 

7. Fuel  Delivery   Model.    Nun  that the nature of the overall fuel 

the utility derived from a fuel reserve have been examined, il inappropriate to investi 
gate  the opposite side of the i.-ur      fuel deliver).   If a military foree is to function 

h\el\ . the cumulative fuel delivered must be greater than or equal to tin- eumula- 

11\ «• fuel consumed. The volume of fuel phv>i< allv on hand is the fuel reserve: its al»o 
lute   size   will   van   constantly,  sometimes   increasing and sometini easing in 

response to t'u«*l deliveries and to the tempo of military operation-. The fuel reserve 

cannot sustain a defied sinee the volume of fuel on hand must be nonnegative - posi- 
tive or zero; negative values of the fuel reserve have no physical meaning in this ease. 

The deliver)  secpence und throughout this effort evolves from the iiO-hour 

mission duration mandated in the system requirements document.   For the purpose 
sought here, the .iO-hour mission i- interpreted afl the actual lime during w Inch fuel is 
being pumped ashore; thus, each deliver) >e<pienee will result in the tanker remaining 

within 5,000 feet of shore (corresponding to the maximum pipeline length) bat« 
;J1 and .'ill hours. The additional time is consumed in the mooring, unmooring, and 
connection and disconnection of the cargo hose which joins the tanker to the pipeline. 

The delivery cycle used for the post-da.) I through midnight day 29 period IS 30 hours 
of pumping followed bv 18 hours during which the tanker loiters off-bore, the delivery 
then forms a 141-hour cycle. Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative volume delivered 
during the first 10 days following deplO) men! of troops into the objective area; the 

figure also illustrates the corresponding fuel reserve. The post-day 29 period has been 
deliberately ignored at  this time since  the actual deliver)  sequence Utilized ES better 
appreciated if left for development during discussion of the system simulation model. 

8. Fuel Demand Models. The actual variation of fuel consumption with time 
as depicted previously in Figure 1 is somewhat cumbersome to deal with, so an 
idealized  fuel demand model will be formulated for each of the three levels of fuel 

ive to be given serious consideration.   The demand models will treat the period 
starting midnight of da\ I. thus ignoring the fuel demand which is met bv other means 
until the appropriate number of mooring and unloading facilities is operative. The 
models will embody two demand rates: an initial rate extending from midnight of 
day 4 to midnight of day 29, hereinafter referred to as the initial period: and a subse- 
quent rate extending from midnight of day 29 to midnight of day 90. hereinafter 
referred to as the Subsequent period, These tWO distinct periods coincide closel) with 
the fuel consumption patterns observed for the light and heavy corps; actual differ- 
ences between the scenario rates and the model rates are minor as will be seen during 
derivation of the models. 

II 
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a. Ten-Uay-Reserve Case. The cumulative post-da) 4 fad consumption 
has been computed from the more Fundamental consumption data alnadv presented. 
The cumulative figures for the light and heav) corps are located in Tables \ * and \ 1. 
respectively, of Appendix   \.     Those same  two tables also incorporate I listing of the 
dail) cumulative contribution to the fuel reserve which must be accommodated if the 
specified reserve u to be realized by midnight, da) -'J. the end of the initial period. 
Vccumulation of a Fuel reserve implies thai the mooring and unloading facility would 
nave t<> transmit a quantity of fuel equaJ to the summation of dail} consumption and 
contribution to the reserve     a far more taxing requirement than providing a volume 
equal to dail) consumption alone. This Bum Ifl hereinafter referred to BS cumulative 
demand,  which   i> distinguished  from consumption.    In  the case of the light corps, 
cumulative consumption during the Bo-day-long, post-day 4 period i> equal to 
2,288,290 barrels.  The average consumption during the period is then 26,608 bbl/d; 
thus, a 10-dav reserve eon>ists of 266,080 barrels« If that reserve is accumulated during 
the initial period from day 5 to da) 29, a span of L!.~> da) - the mooring and unload- 
ing facility must conve) 10,643 more l>bl/<l than would be conveyed in the absence of 
a fuel reserve commitment; the comparable volume for a heavy corps is an additional 

I LI H bbl/d. Adding a fuel reserve surcharge to the daily consumption data and then 
transforming the sum into cumulative form yield the two smooth and verv similar 
cur\e> illustrated in Figure 3 for the light and heavy corps, (doser examination of the 
cumulative demand curve for the light corps shows it to be steeper in the initial period 
than in the subsequent period - the result of the reserve contribution surcharge; the 
opposite is in evidence for the heav) corps. The figure also illustrates the proposed 
demand model which embodies a constant demand rate over the entire period for both 
size corps - an approach which closely approximates the two demand curves. 

b. Twenty-Day-Reserve Case. The demand model for this second case is 
derived in a matter analogous to that used lor the I 0-da\-reserve case. The cumulative 
consumption, cumulative reserve, and cumulative demand quantities for the light and 
heavy corps arc listed in Tables A-5 and A-6, respectively,of Appendix A. The cumu- 
lative reserve objective for both corps simply becomes double the size reserve found 
for tbt smaller 10 day-reserve objective, thus Steepening the demand curve in the 
region corresponding to the initial period. While not illustrated, the resulting curves 
are virtually identical up to day 29 wherefrom they diverge; both curves are essentially 
linear throughout, The demand model in this ca>e consists of a single demand curve 
for both corps in the pre-day 30 region and a separate curve for each size of corps 
thereafter. The cumulative demand value which the model assigns to midnight, da\ 29, 
is the average of the values for the light and heavy corps: 

Initial Period 

Cumulative Demand = V2 (1,036,067 barrels + 988,716 barrels) = 1,012,392 barrels. 
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The subsequent period cumulative demand models are now easily defined using the 

starling point of l,OI2,3M2 barrels and tlie end points corresponding to the cumulative 

demand on day (M) - values found at the bottom of Tablet A •"> and  \-6. 

c. Thirty-Day-Reserve Case. The demand model foi this third ease takes a 

form analogous to that of the previous case. \ single cumulative demand is used for 
both size corps during the initial period, and two distinct linear turn lions are used to 

describe cumulative consumption during the mbaequenl period. The cumulative con- 
sumption, cumulative reserve, and cumulative demand quantities for lb«' light and 
heaV) corps are listed in Tables A-7 and A-8, respet tiveh . The cumulative demand 

value which the model assigns to midnight, da) 2l). is the average of the values for the 

light and heavy corps: 

Initial Period 

Cumulative Demand = XA (1,302,147 barrels + 1,274,73« barrels) = 1,288,443 barrels. 

d. Summary.   The demand models may be used to establish average daily 
fuel demand fur the initial and Subsequent periods, given four different le\els of fuel 
reserve objectives. The findings and the method of computation are contained in Table 
2 and in the explanatory notes accompanying the table. Average daily demand «luring 
the initial period it observed to increase monotonically with increasing reserve fuel 
objectives. Thus, while larger fuel leSCrrM arc intuitively associated with an increased 

probability of possessing adequate fuel to support combat operations, this same action 
results ju each mooring and unloading facility being tasked to convey increasing 

volumes <>f fuel given the same number of potential pumping hours per system« The 

increased throughput volume required would require the use of additional Bystenni to 

ao ommodate the temporarily high demand rate. It is also apparent that no consistent 
trend exists for the average daily demand «luring the subsequent period - an under- 
standable occurrence since the difference results from substitution of artificial linear 
models for the discrete values obtained from the TRADOd scenarios. Lastly, the flow 

rales presented for the initial period deliveries cite 384 hours SS the potential number 
of hours during which the tanker may pump fuel ashore during the initial period. The 
384 hours of pumping is derived by taking the sum of twelve 30-hour missions plus one 
24-hour mission. The latter time period is that portion of a mission which occurs dur- 
ing day 29 — the day defined as the end of the initial period« Thus, in the absence of 

exogenous influences, it would be possible to pump fuel ashore for a theoretical 384 

hours. Factors which mitigate this theoretical allotment will be given an in depth 

examination elsewhere in this stud). 
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Table 2. Summary of Daily Demand 

1 low Kate 
average Daily Demand Corresponding to Average Daily Demand 

Tj pe of Corps Initial Period**) Initial Period**) Subsequent Period*c > 
(bbl/d) (bbl/h) (bbl/d) 

No Reserve^) 
Light 26,747 1,115 29380 

Heavy 23,252 969 
10-Day Reserve 

35,098 

Lifght 31,928 2,079 31,928 
Heavy 31,928 2,079 

20-Day Reserve 

3 1.928 

Light 40,496 2,636 2<),640 
Heavy 40,496 2,636 

30-Day Reserve 

:n,106 

Light 51,538 3,355 29,477 
Heavy .') 1,538 3,355 33,269 

'*'    Cumulative demand for initial period divided by 25 days, Le», length of initial period. 

Cumulative demand for initial period divided b) 384 hours, i.e., potential number of hours daring whieh tin 
tanker ma> pump fuel ashore during tin- initial period. 

Cumulative demand lor subsequent period divided by 61 days, i.e., length of subsequent period. 
(d) Peak value.s given for /.ero-re-rm , a-< | the flow rate is based on pumping 24 hours a day. 

IV. S^STKM HKyiUREMKNTS 

9. Background. The preceding portion of this stud) consists of a detailed 
inquiry into the needs of a supported military force over time. A number of separate 
variations of those needs has been examined preparatory to a detailed analysis of the 
performance of a multileg tanker mooring and unloading facilit) (referred to as the 
System) as a function of a number of variables. Tims far, the fuel demands over time 
have been defined explicit!) without ton« em for how that fuel would he physically 
conveyed. Some finite number of moorings and unloading lines is obvious!) required 
to accommodate thai demand. The precise number is dependent on how far offshore 
the tanker is moored (the actual distance identically establishes the pipeline length and, 
consequently, the flow rate). <>n the nature of the fuel actually pumped, and on the 
availability of the mooring and unloading facility in the sense that climatic conditions 
outside the System's design envelope may preclude it- use. Once these far tors have 
received appropriate attention, it will be possible to establish the number of systems 
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required and. therefore, the expected fuel throughput required of etch individual sya- 
tern as well. Tin- Performance of one such System of \ homogeneous systems 
then ma\ be investigated using the simulation model derived in section V. At this 
time, ii is appropriate to preseni the assumptions which underlie the first parts of this 
section; each assumption subsequently will be reexamined and relaxed as the analysis 
evolves.  The assumptions initially employed arc: (I) thai the mooring and unloading 
facility will ha\c a composite reliability of units ; (2) that the environmental condi- 
tion-, e.g.. wind and waves, will remain within the ranges specified in the system re 

quiremeiltfl document; 0) that hostile force8 neither prevent friendly forces from 
using the mooring or unloading facility nor destroy the facility or any fuel stofes;and 

(4) that fuel storage containers an- available in advance of the time they are required 
to receive the fuel reserve. 

Given   the  preceding  assumptions  ami the earlier observation that  the 
mooring and unloading facility is placed under the highest operational >tn» during the 
initial period, it is evident that an e<jual or larger number of systems is required during 

tin* initial visa-vis the subsequent period.  Thus, the number of systems required may 
he unique!) determined from the demands to he accommodated during the initial 

period. One last increment of knowledge is required before the numher of systems 
may be established, and that is the nature of the fuel being transported, \etually. a 
■ ries of fuels is involved, each with a different flow rate from the others, ceteris pari- 

DUS. Since each unloading facility deployed will be used in a multiproduet mode, the 

aetuai throughput will vary Bfl the type of fuel being pumped varies. This issue is best 
treated by discussing flow rates for a "composite fuel*' macrovariahle found by taking 

a weighted average of the flow rates for each fuel. The weighting factors used 

correspond to the percentage <>t each type of fuel consumed during the hypothetical 

conflict reflected in the TRADOC scenarios. The composite fuel referred to 
hereinafter consists of 50 percent JP-4, 27 percent diesel, and 2.1 percent gasoline. 

Any variation of the fuel mixture would naturally result in a corresponding variation of 
the newly defined composite fuel flow rate. Despite this obvious possibility, the macro 

approach employed is regarded as quite representative even given the theoretically 
infinite number of composite fuels which could be defined. The aetuai flow rate used 
IS skewed toward the higher density fuels, yielding conservative!) low flow rates. The 

relative inxnsitivity of flow rate to actual mixture composition may be illustrated by 

considering the flow rates for aviation gasoline the least dense conventional fuel - 

and diesel - the most dense - in the case of a 1000-foot-long pipeline of the type used 

here and at a head loss of 90 Lbf/in2. The aviation gasoline would flow at the rale of 
1,808 gal/min, while the heavier diesel would flow at 1,661 gal/min, 92 pert cut of the 

aviation gasoline rate. Since the maximum possible variation of flow rates is limited to 
approximately 8 percent, any plausible composite fuel would certainly exhibit a much 
smaller deviation. In this particular instance, the possible deviation is further reduced 
since the light aviation gasoline is not used. 
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10. Flow Rates — Unconstrained. The fuel which is to be transported has been 
defined, so a determination of theoretical, or unconstrained, flow rate may be made 
aller ßrsf commenting on: the pipe through which ihr fuel will flow; the pipeline 
lengths envisioned; and the tankship pumping capability. Tin* pipe used has an inside 
diameter of 6.0 inches and an outside diameter of 6.625 inches; ii i> grade J-55, 
National Diamond UBM buttress-threaded oil field casing and is furnished in lengths of 
approximate!) 30 feet. The actual length of pipeline emplaced offshore normally 
will be as short as possible since thai will minimize the effort required for its placement 
and simultaneous!) maximize the fuel deliver) rate. The incremental nature of the 
pipeline (167 lengths of pipe are shipped) makes it desirable h> examine a broad range 
of feasible lengths ai this time rather than to limit the discussion to the 2,500- and 
5,000-foot lengths specified in the system requirements document. A number of 
discrete lengths varying from 1,000 to 5,000 feet will be examined, thus effectively 
encompassing the range of lengths and corresponding flow rates likely to be of practi- 
cal com cm; attention subsequently will be directed exclusively to the two specified 
lengths, not because of their intrinsic significance hut rather because the) illustrate the 
system's performance. The third issue of concern is the tankship which transports the 
fuel It» the objective area. The tankships involved would be provided by the Military 
Scalift Command (MSC).   The smallest size would be 25,000 DWT, would require 
approximately  42 feet  of water depth  for safe operation, and  would he capahle of 

delivering approximately 225,000 barrels of fuel each trip. In the absence of an exten- 
sive and available fuel-storage facility in the military objective area, it would be \ir 
tually impossible to physically accept such a monumental volume at the very start, 
thus making necessary the earlier assumption that fuel storage volume would become 

available at a rate equivalent to the growth in theoretical fuel on hand. The alterna- 
tive to the preceding assumption would he an ability to create fuel-storage capacity 
instantaneously and discontinuously in advance of scheduled tanker arrivals - a highl) 
improbable feat. 

Since the supporting information has been presented, it is now appropriate 
to quantify the rates at which the hypothetical composite fuel would flow through 
varying lengths of pipe. Two series of flow tests have heen run, and those results will 
be used here instead of depending purely on theoretical flow curves for steel pipe 
derived after assuming some internal roughness factor. The first series of flow tests was 
conducted by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory and was accomplished by 
pumping saltwater through a 4,000-foot-long pipeline.5 The second series of tests was 
conducted at the U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center 

4 J. J. Traifalls. 600-CPM Shift to Shore Hulk Fuel I'elnery Systems, Technical Report R-202, U.S. Naval Civil 
Engineering Laboratory, Port Hneneme, California, 29 June 1962, p. 17. 

5 J. J. Tra/faJi». 600 GPM Ship to Shore Hulk Fuel Delivery Systems, Ti clinical Report R-202, U.S. Naval Civil 
r rifiiiurring Laboratory, fort Hueneme, California, 29 June 1962, p. 56. 
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and involved pumping gasoline through ipproxiniatcly. 90 feel ol pipe.  Tbc tort data 
recorded b> cadi an- summarised in Tal»l«* 3. 

Table 3.   Flow Teal Da la 

Navy Series* a> Army Series<b> 

Head Loss Flow Kale Mead L< 1 low   Rate 
(Ibf/in2) (gal/min) (Ibf/in2) (gal/min) 

32 440 0.29 388 
39 460 0.69 -> U 
44 500 0.88 (»21 
47 540 1.22 718 
50 540 1.52 810 
55 580 1.81 886 
60 590 2.20 958 
65 620 1.71 870 
70 620 1.27 746 
75 660 0.88 624 
80 680 0.49 470 

'*' Conducted with saltwater pumped through a 4,000-foot-long pipeline. 

*   ' Conducted with gasoline pumped through an 88.7-f<>ot-long pipeline. 

Roughness coefficient estimators were computed for each of the two sets of 
lest data. Hie Navy data yielded a value of 0.0242, while the Army data yielded a 
lower figure, 0.0204. If those coefficients are then substituted into equation (3), the 
predicted flow rates obtained using the Army roughness estimator are found to be con- 
Mfentl) 9 percent higher than the comparable rates obtained using the Navy rough- 
ness estimator. The relationship for determining flow rate for this particular pipe is 
given by the following: 

'/2 /577,763-h\/2 (3) 
v      \ SG • L • f ) 

where: 

Q is flow rate (gal/min), 
h is head loss (lbf/in2), 
SG is specific gravity (dimcnsionless), 
L is pipeline length (feet), and 
f is friction factor (dimcnsionless). 
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The differences in computed roughness are most probably attributable to inaccuracy 
of the flow meters used; however, the condition of the pipe interior also may have 
played a role. The pipe used in the Army tests was thoroughly cleaned using internal 
scrapers before the flow tests were run; the pipe used in the Navy tests may not have 
received such advance preparation, thus leading to an increased roughness originating 
in interior scale and corrosion products. Table 4 contains the flow rates predicted by 
substituting the two roughness estimators into equation (3) along with a constant head 
loss of 90 lbf/in2, a specific gravity of 0.7825 corresponding to the composite fuel, and 
a varying pipeline length; a third set of flow rates, the average of the Army and Navy 
predictions, is also included in the table. This third set of flow rates will be used 
throughout the remainder of this effort. The average is considered as being more repre- 
sentative than either constituent element, a conclusion drawn from the hypothesis 
previously proposed to explain the differences. The rates listed have been rounded to 
the nearest 10 units, an approach consistent with the quality of the original data. 

Table 4. Predicted Flow Rates (Composite Fuel) 

Pipeline Length Army Predictions Naw Predictions average Predictions* 
(ft) (gal/min) (bbl/h) (gal/min) (bbl/h) (gal/min) (bbl/h) 

1,000 1.810 2,580 1,660 2,370 1,730 2,470 
1,500 1,470 2,110 1,350 1,930 1,410 2,020 
2,000 1,280 1,820 1.170 1,670 1,220 1.750 
2,500 1,140 1,630 1,050 1,500 1,100 1.560 
3,000 1,040 1,490 960 1,370 1,000 1,430 
3,500 970 1,380 890 1.270 930 1,320 
1.000 900 1,290 830 1.180 870 1.240 
4,500 850 1,220 780 1.120 820 1,170 
5,000 810 1.150 740 1,060 770 1,110 

* Rounded ifftet fM taking tvengei t>f unrounded data. 

11. Environmental Considerations. Each mooring is designed to resist ( IK- forces 
generated by a given size ship acted on b\ ■ given combination of environmental 
parameters. The ship size addressed would normally correspond to the largest size ship 
expected to use the mooring. The values assigned to the environmental parameters 
may be established on the basis of the maximum event recorded for a particular >itc 
or on the desire of remaining operable some prespecified fraction of the time. This 
tatter approach is better suited to moorings intended for worldwide application. 
rather than for one specific site. The latter approach also would be expected to 
simultaneously minimize weight, cube, cost, emplacement time, and other related 
variables which are of major interest for military operations but which might not be 
given major attention by a marine engineering firm designing a mooring for commercial 
use. 
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Figure 4.   Seastate at SEACON I construction site (percentage of time per month that 
swells are greater than or equal to 2 or 4 feet). 

Wind and wa\c height data arc available lor many areas of the world. How- 
ever, -in« f the values of such parameters are not uniform throughout llic year, it ma\ 
well be misleading i«> Bimpl) use the single statistic,arithmetic mean, to represent such 
information. Hie lack of uniformity may be better appreciated after examining a 
typical distribution of wave heights as recorded b) the Navj during L968-1969 at a site 
in the Pacific Ocean off the Southern California (lottBl (Figure I-)/' The plotted distri- 
butions are observed to be multhnoda] (i.e.. possess more than one local maximum) 
rather than uniform as use of the mean implies. This variability is of particular signifi- 
cance for miliian operations since current guidance indicates that the duration of such 
operations WOUld he Bkewed toward the short cud of the time spectrum, i.e.. 60 01 "90 

T. K. KrcLschtner el at. Seafloor Cmistrmtum Experiment, SEACON 1, Technical Report R-817, < ivil KimmriT- 
tecafeory, Naval Coaetruetiofl Bafctafion Center, Port Hucacme, California. Februar) 1975, p. 1<>. 
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days. Should a short-lived deployment coincide with a period of high-percentage 
occurrence of wave heights outside the permissihle operating range of the mooting, 
serious problems could arise. Over longer periods, e.g., 1 year or more, the periods of 
high mooring availability would allow accumulation of reserve logistical stocks which 
illicit sustain operations during periods of low availability. Data are commonly avail- 
able for both sea and swell, the distinction being that sea is generated locally, resulting 
from the interaction of local winds with the ocean surface, which forms waves of steep 
slope and short wavelength. Swell, in contrast, is formed at sites quite distant from the 
actual site of interest; swells are generally smooth in contour, approximate sinusoids 
in >hape, and are of considerably longer wavelength than is sea. The long-wavelength 
swells tend to interact with large vessels such as tankers; whereas, the shorter waves of 
sea will generally have little effect on ship motion. 

The mooring system requirements document Specifies that it is essential that 
the mooring function in a seastate 2 and desirable that it function in a seastate 3. The 
term "seastate" represents the range of significant wave heights which exist at a speci- 
fied location on the ocean's surface; Table 5 conveys the characteristics aasociated with 
various seastates. 

Table 5. Seastate Characteristics 

Seastate 
Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 

Wind Velocity (kn) 
Wave Heighl (ft) 
Wave Period (s) 

7 
1 
3 

10 
2-3 

1.0-6.0 

16 
3-6 

2.0-8.8 

18 
4-8 

2.5-10.0 

23 
6-13 

3.4-12.2 

It also should be pointed out that the wave height range specified for each 
Seastate IS the "significant \%;i\r height,'1 a statistical term. I'M- of such a specialized 
term is appropriate since actual wave heights for a given seastate will vary from zero to 
some multiple of the maximum presented in the table, thus making the use of a more 
familiar term, such as average, misleading. This paradox exists because individual 
waves may travel at different speeds, causing some to momentarily cancel or diminish 
one another and causing others to become larger through superposition. For example. 
a 9i Bfltate 2 nominally includes a range of significant waves of 2 to 3 feet but may in- 
clude waves as high as 4.8 feet, i.e.. 1.6 times the wave heighl constituting the upper 
bound.7 The significant wave height is found b) positioning an observer at a fixed 
point offshore to list the height of each wave that passes. The wave heights are then 
arranged in order of decreasing magnitude: the significant wave height, as used here, is 

K. I.. Wieget, (ht'anographic Engjn»eringt Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964, p. 202. 
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then the iwiiy. of the highest one third «»I the waves.8   Asa further example, ii 

wave*   in- observed and arranged in order of decreasing height, the significant wave 
height would IM- the average of tht- 333 highc-t.   I -«• oi 111<- term focus» attention on 

the  larger waves whieh  possess the  greatest  encrgv   ami.  therefore, arc of primary 
interest in an engineering sense. 

The preceding discussion now makes it feasible to examine the subject of 
environmental parameters a.s they impaei upon the operation of a mooring. Two 
>ources of relevant data have been studied and their contents hav« been distilled into 
the following paragraphs. 

The first source was a study, sponsored bv the Naval Cavil Kngineering 

Laboratory in 1969, whieh examined COMUl climatology at 1 I locations around the 

world selected as being typical of those regions in whit h the I .S. might deploy a mili- 
tary force.9 The average incidence of various seastates for the 1 1 silo ha> been 

computed on the basis of total number of days for which a given seastatr or range of 

-< .i-talt> is reported divided by the total number of observations, i.e., 4,015 possible 
days (11 sites times 365 days of observation at each site). In a number of «-ases. the 
study gives wave height data in terms of the direction of wave origin, as would be of 
interest on different sides of an island or for a harbor which is naturally shielded from 
waves originating from certain directions. When this situation was encountered, the 

exposure yielding the highest incident rate was used, thus yielding the most conserva- 

tive value-; the percentages do not sum exactly to 100 for this reason. Table 6 sum 
marizes the results for the I 1 >ites. 

I able 6. Average Occurrence of Seastate for 1 1 Sites 

Number of Percent No. of Sites 
Seastate Occurrences Occurrence* \t   Which Observed 

13 :U26 85.3 11 
4 426 10.6 11 
5 124 3.1 10 

>5 13 0.3 4 

Number of occurrences divided by 4,015 x 100. 

While the data presented do not distinguish individual seastates lower than 3. 

the general nonlinear trending evident in the data makes it reasonable to estimate the 

o 
Significant wave height is sometimes defined as the average of the highest tenth, or some other fraction, vis-a-vis 
the highest third, used exclusively throughout this study. 

9 Environmental Analysis    Relative    to   Portable   Port    Operations,    Ocean   Science   and   Engineering,   Inc., 
21 November 1969, p. 11-44. 
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percent occurrence of seastates less than or equal t<» 2 at between 50 ami ()."> percent, 
given the decreasing probability of increasing!) severe 8eastatesva phenomenon consis- 
tent   with extreme «vent   prediction,    it  i> also appropriate   to caution  that the data 
displayed are averages for an entire year; thus, a high rate of elevated seastate recorded 
during a single month would be diffused into lower incident rates recorded during the 
remaining 11 months, biasing the perceived severity of the problem downward. 

\ more recenl stud) - also sponsored b\ the Navy - sought to minimize the 
downward Idas induced through the use of annual averages and instead SOUghl to intro- 
duce a bias favoring higher Beastates.10 This second effort presents percent-occurrence 
data which correspond with the worst month — i.e., the month with the highest occur- 
rence of a given seastate or seastate range - for 14 worldwide locations. The data con- 
sists exclusively of the percenl occurrence of various height range sea and swell: thus, 
for the identical reasons given earlier, the sea data has been neglected and the swell 
data has been used as the basi> of establishing equivalent seastate». V& expected, the 
frequency of occurrence reflected in Table 7 differs from that presented in the 
previous table; this second tahlc is of greater relevance since the military conflicts 
which are of interest here are of short duration and. therefore, must necessarily he con- 
sidered in the context of the month or months of maximum wave activity . 

Table 7.  Maximum Monthly Seastate Occurrence lor I 1 Sites (Percent) 

Seastate Occurrence (Pet) Range (Pet) 

13 55.1 II 100 
<4 36.6 866 
<6 13.9 0-61 

according to Table 7, a mooring such as the Mullilcg Tanker Mooring 
System would be usable less than an average <>f 55 percent of the time during the m<>-t 
favorable month, i.e.. the month in which lower seastates occur most frequently. The 
actual occurrences of seastates I through 3 are observed to \ar\ from as seldom as 11 
percent at one site to as frequent!) as 100 percenl of the time during favored months 
at another. The latter site, which is predictably favorable during the month of Octo- 
ber, becomes an undesirable site during other parts of the year, experiencing seastate 1 
or worse 66 percent of the time during July. When the problem i> examined from tin- 
opposite direction, seastate 4 or worse occurs as seldom as 8 percent and as frequenti) 
as 66 percent of the time during the least favorable month. In each instance, the 
maero4evel data of Table 6, which represents annual averages, is markedly different 
than the micro-level data of Table 7.  The monthly information is considered far more 

Systems for MobOe Pier»and (Museways for Expeditionary Logistic Facilities, Fredrick R, Hants, Inc., ami PRC 
Systems Sciences Co., J une 1973, pp. 3-«. 
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relevant to Bhort-cKuration militan operations of the type addressed herein than is the 
corresponding annual Information. 

12. Flow Rates — Constrained. The existence of I fuel reserve H I-learlx 
necessary with the present mooring and would be necessary even with an advaneed 
mooring capable of operating under more severe conditions than permissible here. 
Given i mooting with i hypothetical capability to operate in seastate $, hid could be 
moved onl) 55 percent of the time during the most favorable month with a potential 

n seldom as 34 percenl  of the  lime it' operations took place in  the Timor 
during the month of July.  Seastate I oi greater in expected 66 percent of the time at 
that particular rite. 

Since seastate 1 or greater occur« an average 17 percent of the time during 
the months thai it is maximized, it may be interred that average occurrence rates for 
seastate.* I through 3 are minimized during those same months; the lower seastates 
would occur an average 63 percent of the time. Naturally, seastate 2 or less (the nor- 
mal operating range for the Multileg Tanker Mooring System) would occur at an even 
lower incidence rate than 63 percent. If the wide range of Beastate I or greater occur- 
rence rat«'s i> now examined and if a conservative orientation is followed, a figure of 40 
percenl appears representative of maximum mooring availabilit) during the least favor- 
ahle month; thus, the actual volume of fuel delivered is observed to be a function of 
the exogenous variable — weather. 

The reader ifl cautioned that 40 percent i> an average and as such is sub- 
jeel t<» all the shortcomings associated with the use of averages to represent other than 
uniform!] distributed phenomena. The actual occurrence of seastates 1 and 2 would 
range from xmiewhat less than 34 percent to somewhat less than l)2 percent of the 
time for the II sites reflected in Table 7. The 34- and 92-perccnl figures are associated 
with seastates 1 through l\: thus, the more exclusive seastates 1 and 2 case would occur 
less frequently. 

The significance of the weather« onstraint value adualh employed may be 
better appreciated after considering that tho>e sites experiencing "good" weather 
greater than 40 percenl of the time during the worst month could be serviced with 
fewer systems than is indicated by the numbers reflected in this study; conversely, 
at* - experiencing "good"" weather lcs> than 40 percent of the time would require more 
-\ stems than the numbers indicated herein. While this study will establish performance 
for onl) the 10-percent availability case, the analytical methodology developed here 
could he applied directly to any other numerical value, an exercise deferred at this 
tune. 

It becomes less probable that equally unfavorable conditions would exist for 
2 or 3 consecutive months, so a seastate model embodying decreasing seastates is re- 
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quired. The approach decided upon is the use of 40 percent tor the initial period 
followed by 70 percent availability for the subsequent period. The 40-percent value is 
d<-rived from the month having the lowest likelihood of favorable (i.e., seastale I <>r 2) 

condition.-, while the 70-percent figure coincides with the average annual likelihood of 

BW h condition.-. 

The reduced availability  factors now may be used to transform the potential 
flow rates to weather-constrained flow rates;Mich rates arc found in Table 8. 

Table 8. Weather-Constrained How Kai 

Constrained How Kate*** 

gtfa Unconstrained flow Kate 
(bbl/h) 

Pipeline Leu Iniüal Period* b> Subae quent Period**' 
(ft) (bbl/h) 

1,000 2,470 0<>0 1,730 
1,500 2,020 810 1,410 
2,000 1,750 700 1.2.10 
2,500 1,560 020 1,090 
3,000 1,430 570 1,000 
3,500 I..520 530 920 
4,000 1.210 500 870 
4,500 1,170 170 820 
5.000 1,110 HI) 780 

(a) Rounded t<> nearest I o bbl/h 
(b) 4(i percent of unoomtniaed rate 
(c) 70 percent of unconstrained rate 

13. Individual System Loading. \t this juncture, the fuel demand has been 
rigorously defined, and deliver) rates have been adjusted for unfavorable weather con- 
ditions. It is now possible to respond to the question: How man) mooring systems 
and unloading facilities are required to support the li<:lit and heavy corps of the 
TRADOC scenarios? This question will be answered for onl) two pipeline lengths - 
the 2,500- and 5,000-foot length« specified in the system requirements document - 
SO that the results will remain intelligible and yet also illuminate the problem to the 
maximum extent.  The response will be made on the basis of the initial period since the 

number of moorings and unloading facilities requited is greater for the initial period 
than for the subsequent period.   This position IS Supported b\   the earlier observation 
that the average daily demand during the initial period is equal to or greater than the 
>ame figure associated with the subsequent period; the 60-percent downward adjust- 
ment in the initial period flow rate vis-a-vis a lesser 30-percent reduction during the 
subsequent period also supports the proposed approach. It is now possible to establish 
how much fuel a single mooring and unloading facility is capable of conveying during 
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the initial period. Tahle l) presents the cumulative throughput given: (1) the uncon- 
strained flow rates from the previous table: (2) the 384 hours of pumping time Iheo- 
reticall) availahte during the initial period: and (3) the 40-percenl factor which re- 
duct;.^ the actual pmnpkig time to a Lesser number reflecting the impact of unfavorable 
weather conditions. 

Table n. Constrained Cumulative Throughput and Equivalent Deliver) Kates lor One 
Mooring and Unloading Facility During the Initial Period*1' 

Constrained Cumulative Equivalent |)ail\ 
Pipeline Length Throughput* h ) Delivery Rate*c* 

(ft) (bbl) (bid) 

2,500 2B££16 0,5*5 
5,000 170,496 6.820 

'*'        \< Iuall\   rr|>ri-M-iit> tin- delivery rate*, lor «ach unloading lacilih deployed since a »iiijdr mooring could theo- 
n tualU accommodate two pipelines of tin- t\ pi- discussed hi 

'   '       Uncon.-drained flow rate (Table 8) x 0.4 (owfa factor) x 384 hours (theoretical pumping time durum 
initial inriod). 

'c'       Unconstrained flow rate (table 8) x 0.4 (weather factor) \ I ~>.'Mi hour/d (average dad\ delm r\ lim< durum 
tin initial period, i.e., 384 hours/2."i du\ -). 

Knowledge of the capabilities <d' a single system under conditions of perfei i 
r«-liability  and no damage bv  hostile action allows the determination of the number <d 
system* required to support a li^ht or heav) corps demand. Table 10summarizes the 
results along with the SCtud delivery rates required of each deployed System tinder a 
combination of reserve fuel objectives ami pipeline lengths; lor a 10 dav fuel reserve 
objective and the more demanding, and more physically meaningful, 5,000-föOl pipe- 
line length, it t> observed that five systems would be adequate it a system availability of 
0.94 could be assured. Another vnrj of looking al this result is that Five systems would 
be adequate if the system nonavailability resulting from hardware failures and hostile 
activity could be kept to 6 percent of the period during which the system was 
scheduled to function and during which environmental factors allowed operation. The 
effeel   which  hardware reliability   has on system  availability and performance will be 
thorough!) investigated in the following section of this Btudj; the impact of hostile 
activity  will  be   left  to the reader for speculation.     \t  this point, it ma\  be further 
observed that for the range of availabilities investigated the daily deliver) rate for each 
system deployed is in the range of .1,000 to 8,000 bbl/d. 
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Table 10. Unit Delivery Kates and Required System Availabilities*3* 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

No. of Required Daily Delivery 
Pipeline Length S3 sterna Rate Per System*b) Minimum Aeeeptable 

(ft) Deployed (bbl/d) Availability*0* 

10-Day Reserve 
_\500 4 7,982 0.83 

5 6,386 0.67 

r>.()00 5 6,386 0.94 
6 5,321 

20-Day Reserve 
0.78 

2M)0 5 8,099 0.85 
6 6,749 0.70 

5,000 6 6,749 0.99 
7 5,785 0.85 
8 5,062 

.>() Da\ Reserve 
0.74 

27)00 6 8,590 0.90 
7 7,363 0.77 

5,000 8 6,412 0.95 
9 5,726 0.84 

10 5,154 0.76 

Based OB consumption and reserve contribution during initial period. 

Average daily demand during the initial period (from demand models) divided by the number of systems 
deployed. 

Total cumulative demand during the initial period (from demand model») divided bv the constrained cumula- 
tive throughput of all the deployed lystems (eonstnined cumulative faouajbput for OIK system (Table 9) 
times the Dumber of systems). 

V.  ANALYSIS 

I 1. System Simulation Model. The actual system of interest i> configured much 
the >ame as the schematic representation reflected in Figure 5. \ mooring consisting 
of the tanker's iwo bow anchors and two or four explosive!) anchored buoys restrains 
the tanker in a Fixed orientation with respect i<> the shoreline. The configuration 
embodying lour explosive anchors is the more demanding lor reasons which will 
become obvious as the discussion proceeds, and for that reason the analysis is predi- 
cated «>n such a mooring. \ 6-inch-diameter pipeline is linked to the tanker via a 
flexible cargo hose; the pipeline receives fuel from the tanker and conveys the fuel 
ashore where ii is pumped into storage containers for eventual distribution.   The 
offshore elements have  heen a>snmed  to he perfectl)   reliahlc. an assumption which 
must eventually he relaxed on pragmatic grounds.   A close examination of the system 
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Figure 5. Mooring and unloading system. 



identifies numerous; potential area.- where failures might occur: however, the brief 

period of exposure, i.e.. *)i) «lays, mitigates agaiasl 111 < - rjouwrence of most MHII failures. 

Hie single area in tin- system which warrants the closest examination is the anchoring 

device used to actually restrain the tanker. \> i> tin case for nil anchoring devices 

excepl deadweight anchors, which develop resistance through friction with the ocean 

bottom, the performance of explosive!) embedded plates, or projectiles, which develop 

the actual resistance attributed to explosive embedment anchor devices, i- poorl) 

understood. Kven the performance of the universally accepted drag-type anchors is 

based almost exclusivel) on empirical data rather than on a theoretical!) based under 
standing <d the anchor-soil interaction mechanism; similarly, the complex soil« 

projectile interactions, associated with explosive embedment anchors as a generic class, 

have received serious investigation during only the past 10 years. \ number of theo- 
retical and empirical!)   derived  models has been  postulated: however, no one model 

begins to satisfactorflj address long term, short term, static, and dynamic perfor- 
mance of plates with vajying geometries, embedded in differing soil media.   Limited 

empirical data haw been gathered b\ the I'.S. Army Mobility rajuipmenl Research 
and Development Command on the short term performance of two distinct projectile 

types under static loading conditions. Figure 6 summarizes thai data for one of the 

two types the \M .")() anchor — in terms of SOU type and Stage of projectile design. 

The pre-1974 configuration embodied a weakness which effective!) limited extraction 
lone to a maximum of approximately 70,000 pounds: design changes incorporated 
into the post-1974 configuration have raised the ceiling to approximate!) 100,000 
pounds. \ still more recent design change ha> heen incorporated to correct a problem 

encountered during tests off Kglin \lli, Florida, where an excellent sand bottom sus- 
tained only substandard extraction forces. The cause has since heen traced to a design 

deficiency which prevented the embedded anchor projectile from rotating into position 
perpendicular to the axis of the applied load. The elevated extraction forces developed 

by the Cla) III vis-a-vis the Claj II results bear witness to the effectiveness of the final 
design change. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive investigation into the subject involved scale 
model anchor projectiles which were acted on !>> static and cyclic loads. This investi- 

gation, hereinafter referred t<> as the Bemben study, addressed the difference- in ex- 
traction forces which develop under static and cyclic loading conditions.11 The 
observed differences were found to be significant, raising doubts about the direct rele- 
vance of the fullscale test data as reflected in Figure 6 (which shows static extraction 
force data) to the problem of mooring a tanker, which imparts loading of a dynamic 

hut aperiodic nature. \l the risk of oversimplifying the findings of the investigation, 
it may be stated that a plate embedded in a soil mass will creep under load and that the 

S. M. Bembca, M. Kuofemun, and E. It. kal.iji.ni. Vertical Holding Capacity of Marine Anchors in Sand and 
Clay Subjected to Static and Cyclic Loading, November 1971. 
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Figure 6. XM-50 Explosive Embedment Anchor. 



rate of creep in a given material varies directly, but nonlinearly, with the magnitude 
of the applied load; the observation most significant to this immediate effort is that the 
creep rate is more rapid for a dynamic load of maximum value F than for a static load 
of the same value. Thus, if a single installation of anchoring devices is to perform over 
the life of a mooring, the creep rate must be limited to a value sufficiently low such 
that the projectile remains safely embedded in the ocean bottom from the time of its 
initial embedment to the time the mooring is abandoned at the completion of hostili- 
ties. Knowledge of the expected number of hours during which the anchors will be 
subject to mooring loads then may be combined with knowledge of the creep mecha- 
nism to establish a failure model for the embedded anchor projectiles. For the 
purposes of this study, total time in the mooring will be assumed as equivalent to the 
pumping time. Since a number of different fuel reserve objectives and pipeline length 
options has been established, a choice also must be made at this time: Which combina- 
tions of those possible variations previously identified warrant attention? The choices 
which appear most appropriate are those that place the system under stress for the 
longest periods; therefore, the smallest number of systems which satisfy demand for 
each of the three fuel reserve objectives and which do so at the reduced flow rates 
associated with the 5,000-foot pipeline length has been chosen. The exact number of 
systems is then established by reference to Table 10. Given the preceding, it is now 
possible to compute the total number of hours, a process rendered explicit in Table 11. 

Table 11. Pumping Times 

Fuel Delivered Fuel Delivered Per System Pumping Time Total 
During Initial During Subsequent Delivery -Subsequent Subsequent Pumping 

Number of Period Period Period Period Time 
Systems^) (bbl)(k) (bbl)(c) (bbl)(<D (hours)(c) (hours/ 0 

10-Day Reserve 
5 852,480 1,893,335 378,667 

20-Day Reserve 
6 1,022,976 2,019.446 336,574 

30-Day Reserve 
8 1,363,968 1,953,892 244,237 

485.5 639 

431.5 585 

313.1 467 

(a)    Number of systems established from Table 10 using guidance from paragraph 14. 

(°)    Found by multiplying 170,496 barrels (from Table 9) by number of systems from first column. 

(c) Cumulative demand for heavy corps as of day 90 less preceding column; corresponds tu fuel volume which 
remains to be delivered during subsequent period. 

(d) Equal to value from third column divided by number of systems taken from first column. 

(e) Equal to value from fourth column divided by the constrained flow rate for a 5000-foot-long pipeline during 
the subsequent period, i.e., divided by 780 bbl/h (Table 8). 

(0     Equal to the pumping time from the fifth column plus 153.6 hours of pumping which occurs during the initial 
period (384 hours multiplied by 0.4 (weather adjustment factor)). 

The results dramatically reflect the differences in cumulative stress experi- 
enced under varying reserve objective decisions. In all cases, each system deployed 
would be operated for the same number of hours, i.e., 153.6 hours, during the initial 
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period. Since the fuel demand rate is greater during the initial period than during the 
subsequent period, the number of systems which must be deployed is an exclusive 
function of tin- fuel reserve objectives; the larger the fuel reserve objective, the greater 
the number of systems which must be deployed initially. Once the subsequent period 
KM been entered, DM number of houn which each system must operate declines if all 
the systems originally deployed remain in service, I situation winch reduces the cumu- 
lative stress experienced by each deployed system as a direct function of increasing 

w objective. An alternative approach is use of a reduced number of systems 
during the subsequent period; the unused s\ -terns reasonably could be left in position 
until the termination ol" hostilities, thus functioning as spares. The use of fewer 
moorings after the 29th <la\ would also allow the military force to be supported by 
fewer tankers. If the 30-hours-pumping-per-48-hour-cycle objective followed during the 
initial period is continued throughout the subsequent period - a policy consistent with 
the improbability that sufficient storage capacity ever would be available to accommo- 
date the entire 225,000-barrel cargo of a fully loaded tanker — the tanker would 
remain in the general vicinity repeating this 48-hour cycle of activity until its cargo 
had been exhausted. This approach yields a theoretical 906 hours of pumping (luring 
the subsequent period, that is, 30 missions of 30 hours each plus 6 hours during <la\ 
30. The latter represents the last 6 hours of a 30-hour mission started on day 29 of the 
initial period. The expected duration of actual pumping would be only 70 percent of 
906 hours (634.2 hours) after introduction of the weather adjustment factor. Recall 
the earlier discussion leading to a conclusion thai the mooring would be available only 
70 percent of the time during the subsequent period, a conclusion which resulted in 
creation of the variable "constrained flow rate." This information now may be com- 
bined with the information outlined in the preceding table to obtain revised pumping 
times (Table 12) associated with each of the three fuel-rcserve-objectiw eases. 

Table 12.  Pumping Time      Revised (.1,000-Foot Pipeline) 

1-11**1 Delivered Required Pumping 
l!e.-er\e During Subsequent Time—Subsequent Total Pumping 

< »hjec.tive Period Period Required Systemg- Time 

(days) (hbl)U> (hotirs)<h> Subsequent Period**) (hours) 

10 
20 
30 

I .»93,335 
2,019,446 
1.913,892 

1,706 
1,819 
1,760 

3 
3 
3 

722 
760 
740 

(a) 
<b> 

(c) 

From Table 11. 

Equal *<) the preceding column divided by unconstrained flow rate oi 1,110 bbl/h from Table 8, 5,000-foot- 
long pipeline case; corresponds with the actual number of hours that a tanker would have to pump, not tin- 
total number of scheduled delivery hours required to accumulate the indicated numl>er <>l pumping hour.-. 

Equal to the preceding column divided by adjusted number of pumping hours available per s\ stem during sub- 
wquenl period, i.e.. n.M.2 hours, rounded to next higher integer. 
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The revised total pumping times now become approximately equal and will be repre- 
sented hereinafter as the largest value, 760 hours. 

This derived information now may be combined with projectile penetration 

data displayed in Figure 6 and with the observations of the investigation of embedded 

plate behavior already noted. Figure 6 reflects a diversity of projectile penetration 

depths; this results from differences both in soil and in anchor configuration. For 

these reasons, a penetration of 12 feel. I he minimum recorded and, therefore, the most 

conservative value, will be used for the purposes of this study as representative of the 

XM-50 anchors which restrain the tanker. Before proceeding, it also must be 
mentioned that projectile extraetion occurs through a deep and shallow soil-failure 
mechanism, with creep occurring at more rapid rates when the projectile creeps toward 
the surface past a depth equal to four times its minimum dimension. This transition 
depth is the point where the soil-failure mechanism changes from deep to shallow; for 
the XM-50 anchor, the transition depth is 6 feet. A further conservative assumption 
now will be invoked whereby embedment of less than 6 feet will be equated with an 
unacceptabfy high creep rate; thus, a projectile's useful life, as considered here, ifl 
limited to the time it lies beneath (> feet such that the creep rate is controlled by the 
deep failure mechanism. The total distance available for creep is then equal to the 12- 
foot initial embedment less the 6-foot upper limit, or 6 feet. The 13cmhen study cites 
a maximum allowable design cyclic creep rate of 0.01 ft/min for sand and a rate of 
0.04 in./h for clay. Given 760 hours of loading on each embedded projectile, these 
rates would result in 456 feet of creep in sand and 2.53 feet in clay. Smaller ereep 
rates are, therefore, essential for projectiles embedded in sand if total creep is limited 
to a maximum of 6 feet during 760 hours of loading; such a combination limits the 
creep rate to 0.0079 ft/h (0.0016 in./min). 

The actual failure process is admittedly far more complex than presented 
here and imperfectly understood. What is known u that it requires less force to 

dislodge an embedded projectile which lies close to the surface than is required for one 

that is deeply embedded, ceteris paribus. This knowledge supports use of the assump- 
tion that the usable life of an embedded projectile ifl limited to the time it is embedded 

greater than o feet within a soil mass. A second increment of know ledge ifl that creep 

in sandy materials is more severe than creep in clays. Lastly, the Bemben study pro- 
duced a consistent series of curves which relates creep rate in sandy material to the 
ratio of applied cyclic load, to static failure load (a quantity assumed equivalent to the 
full-scale extraction forces reflected in Figure 6), and to depth of embedment. Those 
curves associate a ratio of 0.4o with the allowable creep rate of 0.0016 in./min at an 

embedment depth equivalent to 6 feet. Thus, if the average extraction force of 90,000 
pounds associated with the clay III region of Figure 6 (which corresponds to the 
current XM-50 anchor configuration) is considered representative of the static failure 
load, an appropriate working load for an embedded XM-50 projectile would he 40,000 

pounds. 
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Knowledge regarding tin- complementary issue of mooring-ioad raagnitade u 

no less well defined than u knowledge of the mechanism by which a plate embedded in 

i tail mass develop« resistance to applied load- which vsrj with time. Curves arc avail- 

abk fan a number of reference works which purport to estimate the individual l<»a<l con- 
tribution- originating in wind, current, and wave action: however, the maximum 

mooring loads computed vary substantially as a function of which reference 18 used.12 13 

Perhaps the most useful information on the subject of mooring loads Is the data 
collected m June L974, when an instrumented \lultileg Tanker Mooring System held a 
25,000-DWT tanker for a period of 30 hours.14 The forces recorded in individual 
mOOtjng lines during the lest varied from zero hi an uiiHistaiucd high of 9*143 pounds, 
which was recorded during a single 10-minute period; more typical were values in the 
12.000- to 1,000 pound range. Thus, the designs-r is faced v\ith uncertain!) on hoth 
aides of the problem: the mooring loads generated by a tanker of a given size subject 

ha n environmental conditions and the resisting ability of plates embedded in a soil 
and acted upon by mooring loads of an aperiodic nature. 

11 the problem is now examined in its totality, it is apparent that the ma\i 
mum mooring loads recorded under environmental conditions los than the maximum 
environmental conditions specified in the Mooring System Requirements Document 
are. admittedly, far less than the 40,000-pound, cyclic load which an embedded \M-50 
could conservatively sustain for the duration of a 90-day hostility. However, any 
serious investigation of what level of performance could be expected must make expli- 
cit allowance for the inevitable lack of perfection associated with manmade devices 
and for the previously articulated lack of certainty regarding projectile behavior and 
the magnitude of tanker -induced forces. A reasonable failure model then must be pro- 

posed which embodies the available information. 

If one refers to Figure 5, which depicts a complete operating system, and 

objectively examines the three constituent elements, it becomes readily apparent, for 

reasons already discussed, that the mooring is the most likely element to experience 

failures. The mooring itself consists of four explosively embedded anchors, each 
tethered to a passive surface buoy. Thus, the embedded anchor projectiles must be 

examined once again. Consider the case where a complete system has been emplaced 
ami a tanker arrives and is secured in the mooring. At that point, the projectiles are 
embedded at their maximum depth within the ocean bottom soil mass. Once acted on 
by the tanker-generated mooring loads, the embedded anchors would begin to creep 

12 NAVKAC DM J<>, Design Manual:   Harbor and Coastal Facilities, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, |ul\ 
1968. 

13 Department of the Army Technical Manual TM 5-302, Army Facilities Components Systems-Designs, Septem- 
ber 1973, Drawing l&li, 

i 

G. Jas trab. Development Test II (Engineering Phase) of Multileg Tanker Mooring System:  Final Report, Aber- 
deen Proving («round, Maryland, August 1975. 
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along a line perpendicular to the axis of the applied load. In this case, tin- wire rope 
line, which em&natefl from the anchor, would be gradually drawn into the BOll Bfl it 
attempts to üne up with the force which the surface huoy conveys between the tanker 
and the ocean bottom. 

Given the depth of anchor embedment, it is improbable that the projectile 
would he extracted during the first 30-hour mission since this would mandate a creep 
rate greater than or equal to 0.4 ft/h, a rate which would require a force approximating 
Static failure (90,000 pounds) and one unlikely to be generated by tanker.» of 25,000 
DWT under any conditions comparable to those specified in the Mooring System Re- 
quirements Document. Of course, a failure resulting from some latent production 
defect could occur; however, tests conducted prior to initial acceptance could be rea- 
sonably expected to prevent this. Thus, failure during the first 30-hour mission is con- 
sidered an impossible event for the purposes of this analysis. Failure during later 
missions is both possible and allowed on the grounds that creep may occur at more 
rapid rates than those predicted using Bembeifs findings. The incomplete body of 
knowledge almost certainly assures the presence of heretofore unknown factors which 
may cause unexpected results. Since: (l)each mooring consists of four embedded 
projectiles; (2) each projectile resists mooring forces as determined b\ its position in 
the mooring array; and (3) the wind, current, and wave direction and intensity vary 
with time throughout each 30-hour mission, each projectile will creep at its own rate 
which varies instantaneously in response to each of the preceding factors. Thus, cumu- 
lative creep will vary from one projectile to another. If the hypothesized probability 
of failure for each anchor is plotted over time as in Figure 7, the probability of failure 
for each anchor is represented as a symmetrical function with each of the four func- 
tions offset from one another in appreciation of the consistently greater loads resisted 
by some of the projectiles. Of course, the delineation of individual days in the figure 
time axis is purely for purposes of illustration; for reasons already presented, this does 
not imply an actual quantified failure distribution for individual embedded projeetiles. 
Tliis difference originates in the patterns of prevailing winds and in the fixed relation- 
ship between the tanker axis and prevailing current. The four anchors shown are Un- 
original four; an endless scries of individual curves should be visualized since as each 
projectile is pulled from the ocean bottom it would be replaced and the replacement 
would experience a similar probability of failure over time. If the individual probabili- 
ties are summed vertically and if the sum is plotted on the same axis, the result may be 
approximated by a horizontal line which initially rises only slightly faster than does the 
probability of anchor number 1 failing; the horizontal line has been extended to the 
left, where it terminates at midnight of day 6. The area under the line and to the left 
of anchor number 1 curve is an additional instance of the conservative assumptions 
contained herein; this is the case since the horizontal line signifies a failure rate con- 
siderably greater than that expected on the basis of the hypothesized failure 
mechanism. 
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Figure 7. Hypothesized failure model. 

In .summary, the horizontal line of Figure 7 represents a constant failure 
rate, a characteristic* of the exponential distribution; for reasons noted earlier, it per- 
mit- tailun s oul) after midnight of day 6. It is now possible to discuss the impact 
which each projectile failure would have on the delivery cycle. 

It already has been explicitly stated that each delivery begins at midnight 
and terminates at 0600 hours on the following day. The tanker will, therefore, moor 

during the hours of darkness and quite likely depart under the same conditions. This 

mode of operation is found wanting on pragmatic grounds; however, the value of the 

proposed model is not actually diminished. Phis position gains credibility if the reader 

views a variation of the problem which embodies the precise structure of the proposed 

model hut which involves a linear time transformation whereby all events begin 8 hours 
later. Thus, while the proposed model incorporates deliveries beginning at midnight 
of day 4, its merit« are not negated in any real manner if the actual delivery sequence 

ins 8 hours later, i.e., at 0800 hours, ami ends 8 hours later, i.e., at 1400 hours the 
following day. A decision rule now may be introduced to further simplify the model 

while maintaining the level of conservatism already embodied in the analysis. 

The beginning of each delivery period is rigidly scheduled as midnight of 

even numbered days, with departure rigidly scheduled at 0600 hours the following 

even numbered day, given that no failure occurred during the programed 30-hour 

mission.   Should a failure occur, the tanker would depart immediately, terminating the 
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mission prematurely. Approaching the problem in this manner casts the system in a 
less favorable light than if the model performed tanker scheduling on a more flexible 
basis; however, the consistent incorporation of a conservative bias is viewed here as a 
desirable approach. The final outcome of the study obviously will be sensitive to the 
assumptions made, and the use of explicit assumptions is unavoidable because unoer- 
tainty pervades the overall effort. If the assumptions are changed, the study findings 
will also change, varying between two boundary values: one representing consistent 
use of the most liberal assumptions and the second representing consistent use of the 
most conservative assumptions. The latter have been chosen in every case since they 
cause the predicted system performance to equal or closely approximate an absolute 
minimum value. The predicted performance, therefore, would gain credibility as a 
"good" estimator of actual performance, which would be expected to equal or exceed 
the predicted value. 

This reasoning process leads to a series of 30 possible failure variations. 
In each instance, the model establishes if the mooring is operative during each hour of 
the planned 30-hour mission; if the answer is yes throughout, the delivery sequence 
would continue and the cumulative fuel delivery over time would coincide with that 
depicted in Figure 2. Should the model establish that a failure occurs during the 
second or a subsequent delivery cycle, pumping would terminate immediately, the 
tanker would depart, the failed anchor would be replaced, and the system would 
remain idle until the next scheduled delivery. The period from the time of the tanker".- 
departure until its next scheduled arrival will vary from a maximum of 47 hours if 
failure occurs at the end of the 1st hour of pumping to a minimum of 18 hours if 
failure occurs at the end of the 30th hour of pumping. Since the actual replacement 
task may be easily completed within 4 hours, the mooring is assured of being operative 
well in advance of the next delivery. Figure 8 represents cumulative fuel delivered in 
the case where a failure occurs after 15 hours of pumping during the second delivery 
mission. The cumulative fuel volume actually delivered is observed to be less than the 
volume which would have been transferred under theoretically perfect conditions. The 
volume not conveyed as a direct result of the failure is found by measuring the vertical 
distance between the two curves. It should be noted that given the inflexible delivery 
schedule the gap will never decrease but will remain constant and then widen as subse- 
quent failures occur. 

One final issue requires attention before proceeding further. In the absence 
of failures, and hostile activity to the contrary, the three reserve objectives, i.e., 10, 20 
and 30 days, could be reached on or about day 20, that is, well in advance of the 
previously espoused target date of midnight day 29. This occurs since only integer 
values of systems may be deployed, making it neccs>ar\ to deploy more whole systems 
than the minimum number calculated arithmetically. The maximum fuel storage 
capability is identically equal to the day 29 cumulative contribution to reserve; three 
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such values exist for the purposes here, i.e., the heavy corps, day 29 cumulative contri- 
bution to reserve for each of the three reserve objectives. 

For example, the heavy corps, 10-day fuel reserve requirement is 286,022 
barrels. Since storage capacity generally would be expected to be a limiting factor, the 
proposed model must continually monitor the magnitude of the fuel reserve, i.e., 
cumulative deliveries less cumulative consumption, and abort the fuel delivery mission 
before the fuel reserve exceeds the present reserve requirement, which is 286,022 
barrels for the 10-day reserve objective case. Delivery is allowed to continue up to the 
point where the reserve would exceed its limit if pumping were to continue for one 
more hour. What remains is the problem of defining the demand which each system 
must accommodate. 

Given that each system is nominally identical in every respect, that the 
operational mode and delivery capability of a system are accurately known, and that 
each system deployed is deployed along a sufficiently short length of coastline such 
that each is subject to the same environmental conditions, it becomes possible to allo- 
cate some fixed fraction of corps demand against each deployed system. Thus, if one 
assumes further that the number of systems actually deployed will coincide with the 
number required to satisfy the most demanding case, i.e., the 5000-foot-long pipeline. 
then the burden which each system must sustain is uniquely defined for the purpose of 
this study as are related parameters such as maximum fuel reserve which may be 
accumulated in the storage containers serviced by the mooring. 

While it certainly would be naive to believe that each system will mimic 
every other system in minute detail, the belief that the composite of N systems will on 
the average behave similarly to N independent systems is not an unreasonable one. In 
like manner, the analysis also specifies the association of one pipeline with the specific 
Storage containers which it services exclusively. The decision to examine one represen- 
tati\( system rather than all deployed systems simplifies the analysis and introduces 
further conservative bias. 

The first of the two consequences of the arithmetic allocation requires each 
system to function independently; whereas, in an actual hostility fuel delivered by 
adjacent pipelines would undoubtedly be interconnected. Such an arrangement would 
continue to supply the whole corps with fuel; whereas, this model would theoretically 
abort fuel deliver) to those fractional corps which experienced failures while simul- 
taneously fueling the remainder. The model is obviously less flexible than would be an 
actual series of systems operated by rational beings who would certainly revise prior 
decisions in response to changing conditions, a capability not bestowed on this model. 
The allocation of dedicated storage containers falls into this same category. A fuel 
reserve limitation will result in aborting fuel deliveries when the fractional reserve limit 
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has been reatshed, even though adjacent fractional reserves may be well below their 
ceiling. 

The parameters for the actual system under study now may be summari/rd 
explicitly and are found in Table 13. The table includes two different numbers lor the 
initial period. The first coincides with the minimum number eited in Table 10 fof | 
5,000-foot-long pipeline, while the second is one more than the minimum. Both values 
are presented «nee the required a\ailabilil\ rates for the minimum number of systems 
range from a low of 0.94 to a high of 0.99. Such elevated availability requirements 
may well be associated with physically unattainable system reliabilities, thus making it 
prudent to investigate both the minimum number and a slightly greater number of 
systems. 

Table 13. Parameters for a Single System 

No. of Systems 
Daily Demand Per System 

(bbl/d)(b) Maximum Allowable Fuel 
Initial 
Period 

Subsequent 
Period( ■) 

Initial 
Period 

Subsequent 
Period 

Reserve Per System 
(bbl)(c) 

5 
(» 

(» 
7 

8 
9 

4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

10-Day Reserve 
6,386               7,982 
5,321               7,982 

20-Day Reserve 
6,749               8,277 
5,785               8,277 

30-Day Reserve 
6,442               8,317 
5,726               8,317 

57,204 
47,670 

95,341 
81,721 

107,258 
95,341 

(*) Four systems arc reflected for the subsequent period instead of the three reflected in Table 12. This had been 
done because, even given perfect reliability, the theoretical delivery capability of three systems is only 3 percent 
greater than the cumulative consumption between day 30 and day 90. Thus, if any deliveries were aborted 
because of reaching the maximum allowable reserve, the actual fuel deliveries would fall below cumulative 
consumption. 

(b) Demand is for the heavy corps (corps daily demand data from Table 2). 
(c) Number of systems used in this context is the initial number of systems deployed; the reserve objective used is 

for the heavy corps (from Appendix A). 

The essence of the proposed model now has been presented. The basic 
model combines the more demanding elements of the TRADOC scenarios with the 
scenario implied in the Mooring System Requirements Document. Once the use of a 
fuel reserve was cited, the fuel demand model follows directly from the TRADOC 
scenarios and reflects the changes in that demand over time as additional military units 
arrive in the objective area. 
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The fuel delivery model initialh predated was subsequently adjusted to 
compensate for weather outside of the environmental envelope specified in the require - 
ments document; the weather adjustment was administered in the form of monthly 
iai tors since a paucity of data prevents treatment of the day-to <la\ oeeurrem e of 
favorable weather in a formal probabilistic sense. Lastly, the internal structure of the 
proposed model has been presented as liave a number of decision rules which directs 
the model to depart from its fundamental, 48-hour cycle when certain events are 
sensed; the other decision rule precludes a< cumulation of a fuel reserve in excess of 
some prescribed volume. At this point, it is possible to proceed to the ne\t issue, 
which is: How may the model be applied toward satisfaction of the previously articu- 
lated study objectives? 

15. Analytical Methodology. The topic for discussion now moves to examina- 
tion of the methodology selected for achievement of the study objectives; the simula- 
tion technique constitutes that methodology since it permits a relatively direct applica- 
tion of the system model toward satisfaetion of those objectives.15 16 A computer 
program (Appendix B) has been formulated which embodies the problem structure as 
presented thus far; the formulation permits the researcher to assign values to key 
variables, thus allowing a systematic investigation of the nature and magnitude of the 
effects which operational changes and variations in physical factors would have on sys- 
tem performance. 

Reliability is one key variable and already has been the subject of a rather 
detailed analysis. At that time, the conclusion was reached that mission failures would 
follow an exponential distribution. With that knowledge, we may use the simulation 
technique to investigate a theoretical system's performance as that performance i> 
influenced by mission failures which occur at a rate corresponding to the prescribed 
failure distribution. 

It is worthy of note at this time that the exponential distribution associates 
some small but finite probability to the undesirable event whereby failures occur 
during the first few hours of two or more sequential mooring missions. Should that 
happen, actual fuel delivery would be limited to only a few hours over a 4-, 6- or 
8-day period; friendly forces would then draw their fuel almost exclusively from the 
fuel reserve stores during such a period since consumption would continue unabated 
(consumption being independent of delivery rate). In an analogous hut antithetical 
manner, a given simulated, 90-day hostility may include few failures; such a simulation 

F. Hiller and U. Liebcrman, Introduction to Operation Research, Holden-Dav. Im .. San Francisco, California, 
1967, pp. 439471. 

H. Wagner, Principles of Management Science:   With Applications to Executive Decisions, Prcntic<*-Hall, Inc., 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970, pp. 497-527. 
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would  report   numerous deliveries aborted   because   the maximum reserve limit was 

lied repealed!) . 

In this context. system performance—or system effectiveness, terms used 

interchangeably here-is measured by the success with which fuel is provided to 

friendly forces. Thus, as long as a nonzero reserve exists, system performance is flaw- 

less for the purposes of this study. The actual magnitude of the fuel reserve at any 

infant is not considered relevant since the ability of friendly force- to carry on opera- 

tion- is primarily a function of the existence—not the size—of a fuel reserve; success or 
failure to deli\cr fuel during any single 30-hour delivery mission has only an indirect 
effect on operations. Since the presence of a fuel reserve serves to insulate the military 
commander from the vagaries of offshore climatology, one would intuitively associate 

increasing fuel reserve with an increase in system performance. This belief may be 
tested directly by using the computer to simulate a series of system deployments and 
for each simulation to count both the number of times the system does not perform as 
desired and the number of times the system performs so well that deliveries art1 aborted 
because the maximum fuel reserve level has been reached. 

If system performance is exemplified by the uninterrupted availability of 

fuel, knowledge of its antithesis - fuel interruption — allows the researcher to measure 

the degree of its absence. Consider, for example, the case where: (1) a 10-day fuel 
reserve objective has been specified by the Commander; (2) five systems are deployed 
and utilized during the initial period; (3) only four of the five are used during the sub- 
sequent period; and (4) the researcher may freely vary the pipeline length — and, 
therefore, the flow rates — as well as the system reliability. A two-dimensional matrix 
ma\ be constructed for use in recording the number of times when fuel on hand de- 
creases to zero — hereinafter referred to as a fuel interruption and not to be confused 
with an aborted fuel delivery mission — for each discrete site within the matrix; the 
matrix worksheet employed to record the findings of such an effort is illustrated in 

RgUM (>. The six system configurations selected for investigation and the demands 
and limitations associated with the six are among those listed in Table 10. Two cases — 

A and B — are included for each of the three reserve objectives. In each instance, case 

A corresponds with the minimum number of systems required to support a heavy corps 

during the initial period if fuel is conveyed through a 5,000-foot-long offshore pipeline. 

Case B corresponds with the use of one more system than the minimum during the 

initial period: this second case is of interest because of the extremely high minimum 
availability values associated with use of the minimum number of systems. Table 10 
lists minimum availability values varying between 0.94 and 0.99 for case A and values 
for the minimum number varying between 0.78 and 0.85 for case B. In both instances, 
the number of systems left operative during the subsequent period is four because of 
reasons already discussed. 
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Pipeline      Initial Subsequent Average Number of Times (and Range of Times)  Fuel Reserve 
Length    Flow Rate    Flow Rate       Falls to Zero at Reliability R during a90-Day Operation  
(ft) (bbl/h) (bbl/h) R=0.3       R=0.4       R=0.5       R=0.6       R=0.7       R=0.8       R=0.85     R=0.9       R=0.95 

1,000 990 1,730 

2,000 700 1,230 

2,500 620 1,090 

3,000 570 1,000 

4,000 500 870 

5,000 440 780 

1. Reserve Objective =  Days. 

2. Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = , During Subsequent Period =  . 

3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting With The Beginning of the Second 30-Hour 
Mooring Mission, i.e., After Midnight of Day 6. 

4. All Mooring Missions Will Consist of a Theoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 

5. Initial Period Daily Demand =   bbl/d; Subsequent Period Daily Demand =  bbl/d. 

6. Cutoff Limit For Fuel Reserve = bbl. 

Figure 9. Matrix worksheet. 



While destruction of fuel stores and interruption of scheduled deliveries as a 
direct result of hostile acts have beef) Mt to the reader's speculation thus far. that 
speculation is now invoked to consider the implications associated with minimum 
acceptable availabilities numerically close to unity. Recall the manner in which those 
availabilities were computed, i.e., the cumulative system demand divided by the 
cumulative system delivery capability. The values found then may be viewed as the 
fraction of the scheduled hours of delivery during which it is absolutely essential that 
delivery must actually occur if the initial period fuel demand is to be accommodated. 
For example, an availabUity of 0.98 indicates the necessity to deliver fuel for 88.2 
hours of every 90 hours during which fuel delivery is scheduled. The difference, 1.8 
hours in the example, is defined here as "slack"; the presence of slack allows hostile 
activits to interrupt fuel deliveries for a maximum of 1.8 hours in this hypothetical 
situation without influencing the System's ability to satisfy the fuel demand objectives. 
It must be remembered that anchor failures also must be absorbed within the slack it 
deliveries are to equal or exceed demand. 

For the problem addressed in this study, use of four systems during the 
subsequent period acquires respectability if the reader notes the unreasonably small 
slack, i.e., 3 percent of the number of delivery hours scheduled during the >ul»sequent 
period, which is associated with the three-system case. Similarly, the threat of hostile 
activity directed at the fuel reserve combined with the System's acknowledged physi- 
cal imperfections also makes it intuitively questionable to endorse using the lesser 
number of systems associated with case A, even given the obvious desirability of pro- 
curing and operating fewer systems. 

When the actual simulation for each specific combination of parametric 
constants investigated is run, the number of fuel interruptions is observed to vary con- 
siderably from one 90-day simulated hostility to the next. This result originates in the 
use of a probability distribution to describe failures rather than the use of a more 
direct approach of using only the failure distribution's mean to compute the expeeted 
number of interruptions. A series of 100 simulations, each series corresponding to a 
specific combination of the two system parameters, flow rate and reliability, has been 
employed throughout so that a comprehensive picture of overall effectiveness ma\ be 
obtained. The 100 outcomes for each series offer ample opportunity for a broad range 
of numerical values to occur and for the mean to stabilize: the validity of this conten- 
tion is supported by the near equivalency of separate runs of 100 simulations each 
which embody the same parametric constants. 

16. Simulation Results. The raw output corresponding to the BU system con- 
figurations delineated in Table 13 may be found in Appendix (.. Tables (.1 through 
C-6. The tables list the average number of times the fuel reserve fell to zero during a 
90-day period given the assigned values of parameters listed in each table; the tables 
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also list the lowest and highest number of fuel interruptions which occurred for each 
specific case. 

The average number of fuel interruptions for each series of 100 simulations 
was computed by summing the total number of times fuel reserve falls to zero and by 
dividing that sum by 100. For example, Table C-6 cites an average of 0.15 for the 
situation where a 5,000-foot-long pipeline is actually placed, given a system reliability 
of 0.95. In that particular instance, an examination of the actual simulation output 
established that the reserve: fell to zero one time in each of nine 90-day hostilities; fell 
to zero two times in each of three hostilities; and fell to zero in none of 88 hostilities. 
On the average, a fuel interruption would be expected to occur extremely infrequently 
even under the rigid conditions and circumstances adhered to throughout this analysis. 
The range of fuel interruptions cited in Appendix C was found through an examination 
of the simulation output corresponding to each series of 100 simulations. Figure 10 is 
representative of the output produced by the program. 

The effort expended up until this point has been concentrated on: (1) de- 
velopment of a generic model, (2) application of that model to the system under 
examination, and (3) generation of a substantial mass of system effectiveness indica- 
tors obtained by simulating approximately 32,000 90-day hostilities. With this, the 
preliminary work is complete, its sole product being the six tables of simulation results 
found in Appendix C. Attention must now be directed toward the primary study 
objectives, the secondary objectives having been indirectly addressed during model 
formulation. The following section will present the methodology whereby the simula- 
tion output may be transformed into SV's and MAV's for the Multileg Tanker Mooring 
System. 

17. Establishment of SV's and MAV's. The transformation of system effective- 
ness data into SV's and MAV's will depend upon first insuring that the meaning of the 
two terms in the context of this particular problem is the same to everyone reviewing 
this effort. Il is then appropriate to first examine the formal definition of each term 
and the reasoning process by which each of the two formal definitions may be applied 
here. 

The specified value is defined as that value of good performance 
which will have a high probability of acceptance for development 
or operational test. The specified value will be determined con- 
sidering operational requirements, technical capability, cost to 
develop and produce, and logistic requirements.17 

17 U.S. Army Regulation AR 702-3, Army Materiel Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability (RAM), 22 March 
1973. 
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RESULTS Of MULTI-LEO MOORING SYSTtM SIMULATION 

WPLIAHJLITY IS   ,vb     SAMPLING INTERVAL IS  1.00 

NUMdtR OF   SIMULATIONS IS        100 

PROHArtlLlTY HEP UNIT TIME. FUR SfSTtM FAILURE     .0017 

►»POHAHIL1TY OF FAILURE DUH1NG TIME INTEKVAL OT     .0017 

THE OELIVERY RATt IS   **Q.   7b0. 
THE UPAWD0*NS IN HEOUCU OtLlVERY CYCLE Apt   lh   lb 
A FAILUPE CANNOT OCCUR WITHIN T*t rlRST     JO. HOOPS 
THE MAXIMUM FUEL ON HAND IS   VS34 1.0 
TMt CONSUMPTION HATE F OK FIwST 29 DAYS IS i7?b, 
TMt CONSUMPTION PMTE AFTtH 29 UAYS lb  Ö31 f. 

TOTALS PJ-V SIMULATION 

NUM^FP   OF    FAILURES NUMWtR   bELOw   ZERU      NUMbtR   Of    OVERFLOWS 
2.00 0.00 19 

2.00 0.00 e-U 

«^.0 0 0.00 20 

1.00 0.00 21 

0.00 U.00 21 

1.00 0.00 lv 
1.00 0.00 1/ 
3.00 0.00 l -r 
*.00 0.00 12 

2.00 0.00 16 
S.00 0.00 IS 

3.00 0.00 lb 

2.00 0.00 1 7 

3.00 0.00 l« 
3.00 0.00 iv 
1.00 0.00 iv 
2.00 0.00 16 
1.00 0.00 2 0 

3.00 0.00 16 
A. 00 0.00 1* 
1.00 0.00 lv 

1.00 0.00 2] 
3.00 0.00 1 7 

?.00 0.00 1 7 
3.00 0.00 1 7 
3.00 1.U0 14 
*.00 l.ou 1« 
2.00 0.00 1H 

1.00 0.00 20 
o.OO 0.00 is 
♦ .00 0.00 16 
2.00 1.00 lv 
1.00 0.00 21 
1.00 0.00 d\ 
0.00 0.00 21 
1.00 0.00 19 

S.00 1.00 16 
2.00 1.00 lv 
2.00 0.00 18 
1.00 0.00 20 
2.00 0.00 19 

1.00 0.00 20 
3.00 0.00 13 

Figure 10. Typical simulation output. 
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1.00 0.00 20 
2.00 ?.00 19 
3.0U 0,00 18 
2.00 0.00 16 
«♦.00 1.00 12 
«♦•OG 0.00 14 
0.00 0.00 21 
3.00 0.00 17 
2.00 o.oo in 
^•00 0.0U 13 
2.0G 0.00 15 
'•fO 0.00 16 
0.00 0.00 21 
2.00 0.00 1H 
1.00 0.00 lv 
s-00 0.00 15 
2.00 0.00 lM 
2.00 l.OU 19 
0.00 0.00 21 
0.00 0.0Ü 21 
3.00 0.00 15 
1.00 O.OÜ 1H 
1.00 0.00 21 
1.00 0.00 20 
2.00 2.00 19 
2.00 0.00 20 
2.00 0.00 1H 
2.00 0.00 17 
1.00 0.00 20 
1.00 0.00 lH 
1.00 0.00 20 
t^.00 (,.00 17 
S.00 0.00 12 
2.00 0.00 16 
2.00 0.00 17 
1.00 0.00 18 
^.00 ^.00 lh 
7.00 1.00 9 
^•00 0.00 lv 
0.00 0.00 21 
1.00 0.00 21 
6.00 0.00 12 
0.00 0.00 dl 
4.00 0.00 17 
1.00 0.00 17 
1.U0 0.00 21 
1.00 0.00 21 
2.00 O.OO 20 
0.00 0.00 21 
2.00 0.00 19 
n.00 0.00 21 
^•00 0.00 15 
0.00 0.00 21 
4.00 1.00 17 
0.00 0.-00 21 
1.00 0.00 21 
1.00 0.00 20 

MEAN    2.02 .15 

SO       1.46 .44 

Figure 10. Typical simulation output (cont'd). 
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The system addressed in this study already exists and has hern the subject of 
a lengthy and exhausting DT 11/Operational Test II (DT II/OT II). The system require- 
ments document18 specifically mandates the use of explosive embedment anchors as 
the means to secure I tanker; other constraints, most notably the rapid installation rate 
and transportability requirements, effectively limit attention to the smaller of two sizes 
of embedment anchors. In effect, the specificity of the requirements document closely 
define! In« ultimate system configuration and the identity of its component element.-. 
In the abeenee of further KM) at the basic and exploratory research level, the system's 
performance is essentially as high as it may go. 

From the very beginning, tins study has equated operational requirements 
with an ability to >atisf\ the Commander'! thirst for fuel; the ability to moor indi- 
vidual tankers for a 30-hour mission was purposely subordinated to the reliable fueling 
of friendly Torres. Naturally, success of one is ultimately dependent on success of the 
Other. Numerous uncontrollable factors have been presented and examined as this 
effort has progressed; the attendant uncertainty which is inherently linked to uncon- 
trollable factors guarantees an occasional fuel interruption even if the system hardware 
exhibits near perfect reliability, an improbable situation. 

The specified value is to be determined "... considering operational require- 
ments, technical capability, cost to develop and produce, and logistical require- 
ments. ,,w Three of these factors have historical standing only, therefore forcing this 
effort to focus on the one remaining factor — operational requirements. The simula- 
tion produced predictions of how well one system of N homogeneous systems would 
meet the fuel requirements of a friendly force under specified conditions. In the sense 
that the SV must represent something close to a performance ceiling, this may be given 
operational meaning through its association with some small but acceptable number of 
fuel interruptions during a 90-day use. Since the value chosen also must be verifiable 
by some economically feasible test, the number of fuel interruptions, and, therefore, 
the number of anchor failures, generally must be nonzero. 

The proposed criterion differentiates between pragmatically infeasible and 
ble values by loosely defining an indicated 1.00 or fewer fuel interruptions as the 

boundary between feasible and infeasible. From the Appendix C tables, it is found 
that two fuel interruption values adjoin the boundary; the smaller of the two - which 
will always be less than or equal to 1 - is hereby defined as the lower feasible limit for 
fuel interruptions. Asking the question, "How effective should the system be?" is 
certain to solicit  the reply, "As good as possible."   Unfortunately, such a reply is 

IB Letter, U.S. Army Combat Developments Command, Subject:   Revised Department of the Army Approved 
Qualitative Materiel Requirement (QMR) for Multileg Tanker Mooring System, 1 November 1972. 

19 U.S. Army Regulation AR 702-3, Army Materiel Reliability, Availability, and Maintainabüity (RAM), 22 March 
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observed to possess little operational meaning. The [imposed criterion accepts the 
virtual inevitability of an occasional failure to meet performance expectations but 
seeks to limit the occurrence to fewer than one failure during a 90-da\ hostility. It 
must be further recognized that: (1) the model consistently opted for conservative 
assumptions when a choice was necessary; (2) the model is exceptionally rigid in a 
number of instances; (3) at the higher levels of reliability, i.e., 0.9 or more. Un- 
expected number of fuel interruptions is invariably less than the limiting value of 1, 
with a substantial number being less than 0.2; and (4) in an actual operation, adjacent 
individual systems would not be separated by an impenetrable boundary as exists here 
but would be physically interconnected by pipe or hose or would at the least possess 
the ability to transfer fuel laterally between adjacent systems using tank trucks or heli- 
copter transported drums. Thus, for the reasons articulated, it becomes readily 
apparent that the actual number of fuel interruptions during a single hostility would be 
less than the number of interruptions predicted by the model. It may, therefore, be 
implied that a fuel interruption would be expected only every second, third, or fourth 
90-day hostility, given reliability values at least equal to the SV's defined in accordance 
with the proposed criterion. 

Each of the six tables in Appendix C includes a solid line which divides the 
economically/pragmatically feasible values — those to the lower left of the line — 
from the infeasible values — those to the upper right. The largest reliability adjoining 
the feasible/in feasible boundary for each pipeline length (the value immediately to the 
right of the solid line) is the SV. The results obtained in this manner are summarized 
in Table 14. 

Table 14. Specified Values 

Pipeline Case A Case B 
Length Fuel Reserve Objective*a* Fuel Reserve Objective*b) 

(ft) 10-Day 20-Day 30-Day 10-Day 20-Day 30-Day 

1,000 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
2,000 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 
2,500 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.6 
3,000 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.6 
4,000 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 
5,000 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.8 0.85 0.85 

'*'    The absolute minimum number of systems required to service a heavy corps during the initial period through a 
5,000-foot-pipeline with four systems used during the subsequent period in ail cases; e.gM for the 10-day re- 
serve case, five systems are used during the initial period and four during the subsequent period (see Table 13). 

'   "    Reflect« use of one more system during the initial period than in the preceding case and four systems during 
the subsequent period in all cases. 
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The MAV, which represents a performance floor, must be examined, and a 
process must be established to derive numerical values.20 

Minimum acceptable value is defined as that value which represents 
the least Operation«! capability the user can tolerate. It represents ■ 
level of marginal performance, below which the item is unaccept- 
able, and will have a small probability of acceptance during test.21 

Establishment of MAV's, then, lunges on differentiating between acceptable 
ami unacceptable levels of system performance. While admittedly judgmental, the 
boundary between acceptable and unacceptable is defined here as 3.00 fuel interrup- 
tion- timing each 90-day hostility. This criterion implies that, on the average, a margi- 
nal but acceptable system could experience a maximum of 1 fuel interruption during 
each month of operation. Tor the reasons cited during the discussion relating to SV's, 
the numerical quantity 3.00 must not be construed as a precise numerical prediction of 
fuel interruptions but only as a pessimistic (high) estimate of interruptions, given the 
conservative assumptions and inflexible operating rules embodied in the model which 
produced the interruption data. 

Each of the six tables in Appendix C includes a dashed line which divides the 
marginal hut acceptable values — those to the upper right of the line — from the un- 
acceptable \aluc> - those to the lower left. The largest reliability value adjoining the 
dashed-line boundary for each pipeline length — the value immediately to the right 
of the dashed line - is the MAV. The results obtained through application of these 
criteria are summarized in Table 15. 

The proposed acceptability criteria were derived through an admittedly 
heuristic process, but this does not diminish their utility. Selection of an average 
number of fuel interruptions equal to 1 is judged both responsive to a Commander's 
desire for absolute assurance of fuel supplies and to an awareness that reasonable men 
could never promise an absolute assurance of fuel given an operational environment of 
the type described herein, nor for any actual one for that matter. In like manner, 
while a larger number than three fuel interruptions could be proposed and supported 
with much the same argument, one forecast fuel interruption each month appear- to 

titutc a middle ground fully in keeping with the spirit of the Army Materiel Com- 
mand (AMC), Alexandria, Virginia, and TRADOC policy governing the establishment 
of KAM requirements. 

20 Memorandum of Agreement between U.S. Army Materiel Command and U.S. Army Training and Doctrine ( om- 
mand. dated 16 May 1974, on the subject of establishing and assessing reliability, availability, and maintainabil- 
il\ (RAM) requirements. 

21 
U.S. Army Regulation AR 702-3, .4rmy Materiel Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability (RAM), 22 M.in-li 
1973. 
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Table 15. Minimum Acceptable Values 

Pipeline Case A CaseB 
Length Fuel Reserve Objective*a) Fuel Reserve Objective*b * 

(ft) 10-Day 20-Day 30-Day 10-Day 20-Day 30-Day 

1,000 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
2,000 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 
2,500 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 
3,000 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 
4,000 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 
5,000 0.8 0.85 0.8 0.85 0.7 0.7 

"•*'   The absolute minimum number of systems required to service a heavy corps during the initial period through a 
5,000-foot pipeline with four systems used during the subsequent period in all cases; e.g., for the 10-day re- 
serve case, five systems are used during the initial period and four during the subsequent period (see Table 13). 

'   '   Reflects use of one more system during the initial period than in the preceding case and four systems during 
the subsequent period in all cases. 

Once again, it should be noted that the number of fuel interruptions fore- 
cast l>\ the simulation model is numerically larger than the actual number which would 
occur — but by some unknown factor. Thus, an actual system, with a mission reliabil- 
ity equal to a derived MAV, would physically outperform the model's forecast. For 
I hi.- same reason, an actual system would meet the permissible three-fuel-interruption 
criterion even though such a system possessed a reliability numerically lower than the 
MAV which the system model associates with the three-interruption case. 

This acceptance of less-than-perfect performance is the direct consequence 
of the numerous factors identified as being relevant to this problem. Most of the fac- 
tors have been accommodated deterministically — a procedure which admittedly lacks 
purity when dealing with factors which may take on many values — as the study has 
evolved, and one — reliability — has been treated probabilistically. Nonetheless, much 
latitude has been present while dealing with virtually every variable, and that latitude 
must logically lead to uncertainty in the numerical results. That uncertainty has been 
bounded in this study by consistently choosing conservatism throughout. 

The numerical values reflected in Tables* 14 and 15 now may be examined 
and interpreted in light of the earlier discussion. Both the SV\s and the MAV's are 
clearly observed to increase with increasing pipeline length; however, the relationship 
between the SV and the reserve objective and between the MAV and reserve objective 
appears weak at best. A multiple linear regression analysis was performed for the four 
groups of data consisting of the SV's and MAV's for cases A and B in an attempt to 
further examine the nature and Strength of the various relationships. 
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A stepwise regression routine was employed which systematically identifies 
tli« BtrongHfl relationship present in the data.22 The routine also provides coefficients 
for a linear equation of the form: 

y = <x0 
+<*i x, + a2 x:. ([) 

where:     y u the SV or MAV, 
x, is the reserve objective in days, 
x2 is the pipeline length in feet, 
a0 is a constant, and 
oty flc2 

are hnear regression coefficient*. 

If the y-variable correlates strongly with one x-variable and weakly with the 
other, equation 4 may be rewritten in simplified form. 

y = Oo +0,^,1 =1,2. (5) 

In such an event, equation 5 would account for the observed variations in the y-terin 
equaUy as well as the more complex equation 4. The strength of the relationship may- 
be computed mathematically and is generally referred to as the multiple R2 , values of 
which are listed in Table 16. The multiple R2 represents the proportion of the varia- 
tion in y which is accounted for by the expression on the right side of equations 4 or 5. 

Table 16. Relative Strength of Reserve Objective and Pipeline Length as 
Potential Predictors of SV's and MAV's 

Dependent 
Variable (y) 

Explanatory 
Variables (\Y & x2)* Multiple R2 

Increase In 
Multiple R2 

SV-Case A Length 
Length & Res Obj 

0.9043 
0.9083 

0.9043 
0.0040 

SV-Caue B Length 
Length & Res Obj 

0.9401 
0.9485 

0.9401 
0.0084 

MAV-Case A Length 
Length & Res Obj 

0.9796 
0.9812 

0.9796 
0.0015 

MAV-Case B Length 
Length & Res Obj 

0.8882 
0.9072 

0.8882 
0.0189 

*    The explanatory 
dependent variable 

variables arc listed in decreasing order of their utility in accounting for variations in the 

22 W. Dixon, ed., BMD: Biomedical Computer Programs, University of California Press, Berkely, California, 1973, 
pp. 305-330. 
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It is readily observable from Table 16 tbat the x2 variable, i.e.. pipeline 
length, has been eonsistently seleeted as the first variable to be examined, a reflection 
of its strength in aecounting for variations in SV's and MAV's. It may be further 
observed that when both x-variables are used the increased proportion of the 
y-variation accounted for as a result of its use is quite small, actually varying from a 
low of 0.0015 to a meager high of 0.0189. Before proceeding, it is interesting to note 
that the increased R2 obtained through introduction of the reserve objective variable 
is considerably higher for the ease B\s than for the corresponding case A's, an observa- 
tion which cannot be explained at this time. It is now appropriate to present the four 
regression equations derived from the data of Tables 14 and 15: 

SV-Case A: y, = 0.18333 + 0.00167 x, + 0.00016 x2 (6) 
(0.00206)      (0.00001) 

SV-Case B: y2 = 0.13929 + 0.00208 x, + 0.00014 x2 (7) 
(0.00133)       (0.00001) 

MAV-Case A:     y3 = 0.14286 + 0.00083 x, + 0.00013 x2 (8) 
(0.00076)       (0.00000) 

MAV-Case B:      y4 = 0.17976 - 0.00292 x, + 0.00013 x2 (9) 
(0.00167)       (0.00001) 

Below each ax and ot2 regression coefficient will be found a number in 
parenthesis; that number is the standard error for the corresponding coefficient. It 
may be observed that in all four equations the standard error is numerically close to 
the a, coefficient — reserve; whereas, the standard errors associated with the a2 coeffi- 
<-ients are consistently different by an order of magnitude. This leads to the conclu- 
sion that the a, coefficients do not significantly differ from zero; thus, equations 6 
through 9 should be rewritten in terms of two rather than three variables. The four 
new equations, which have revised coefficients computed exclusively from the y and 
x2 data, plus their corresponding multiple R2 values are as follows: 

SV-Case A: y, = 0.21667+ 0.00016 x2 ; R2 = 0.904.* (10) 
(0.00001) 

SV-Case B: y2 = 0.18095 + 0.00014 x2 ; R2 =0.9401 (11) 
(0.00001) 

MAV-Case A:     y3 = 0.15952 + 0.00013 x2 ; R2 = 0.9796 (12) 
(0.00000) 

MAV-Case B:      y4 = 0.12143 + 0.00013 x2 ; R2 = 0.88K:2 (13) 
(0.00001) 
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Kquatious 10 through 13 may IM- used to estimate Ihr SY's and KAV'fl 
appropriate for an offshore pipeline of any length within the 1,000- to 5,000-foot 
nage, given any fuel reserve objective within the 10-to 30-day range employed in the 
model. The reader is cautioned against \iclding to the temptation of using the equa- 
tions to predict SV's and MAV's outside the range of pipeline lengths and reserve 
objectives actually investigated in this study. The results obtained under sueh condi- 
tion> will probably depart from reality to a substantial degree; this is a risk associated 
with extrapolating potentially nonlinear funetions using a linear approximation. 
Though the four regression equations account for 89 to 98 percent23 of the variations 
m \. this excellent predictive abilits i- almost certain to fade quickly as one extrapo- 
lale.» farther and farther outside the range of variables actually investigated. A number 
of otlur relationships now may be investigated in anticipation of obtaining a fuller 
comprehension of the factors which influence the operation of the mooring and 
unloading line. 

A substantial portion, i.e., 95 percent, of the total variation in the six SV's 
corresponding to the 5,000-foot pipeline length is accounted for in the relationship 
between the SV's and the required daily delivery rates per system during the initial 
period; the latter values are found in Table 10. While the consistency of the relation- 
sfaip was examined for only a small portion of the available observations, this relation- 
ship would be expected to prevail throughout, a position supported through visual 
examination, \nother way of stating the preceding is that two linear expressions may 
be written which predict the SV: the first in terms of the pipeline length and the 
second in terms of the required daily delivery rate per system. In both cases, the pre- 
dicted SV's would be excellent estimators of the SV's obtained from the simulation. 

The presence of two parallel relationsliips is logically pleasing since the fuel 
demand allocated to each system is based on the number of systems required if a 
."> .000-foot-long pipeline is used. Thus, a system with a pipeline shorter than 5,000 feet 
faces the same demands as does a system with a 5,000-foot line; however, shorter lines 
possess a greater throughput capability than the comparable capability of a 5,000-foot 
line. This increased throughput capability permits systems with lines shorter than 
5,000 feet to restore their fuel reserve levels much more quickly after a failure, or 
series of failures, than could a system with the longer, 5,000-foot, line. 

\ final examination of information previously acquired discloses that a 
correlation of + 0.9995 exists between the minimum acceptable availabilities (MAA) 
and the expected number of fuel interruptions given a 5,000-foot pipeline and the 
corresponding specified values. The actual numerical values for the two variables 
corresponding to the six system configurations examined are summarized in Table 17. 

23 I'. r«.nt i> found b\ multiplying the multiple R1 values by 100. 
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0.67 0.55 
0.88 0.78 
0.83 0.71 

Table 17. Minimum Acceptable Availabilities and Expected Fuel Interruptions 

Reserve Minimum Acceptable Expected Number of 
Objective  Availability*a)          Fuel Interruption.^ b) 

(days) Case A Case B Avg Case A Case B Avg 

10 0.94 0.78 0.86 0.42 
20 0.99 0.85 0.92 0.68 
30 0.95 0.84 0.90 0.58 

*a' Availability as used throughout this study is defined as total cumulative demand during tin- initial period (from 
demand models) divided by the constrained cumulative throughput of all the deployed systems (constrained 
cumulative throughput for one system (Table 9) times the number of systems). These values were first pre- 
sented in Table 10. 

'   *    From Appendix C, the number of fuel interruptions given a 5,000-foot-long pipeline and the SV's listed in 
Table 14. 

With this, the investigative portions of the study have been completed. The 
conclusions which follow will address the system configurations which best service the 
various situations. The derived SV's and MAV's also will be presented and discussed in 
relation to the system requirements document. Lastly, generalizations distilled from 
this study of offshore moorings and unloading lines as a generic class of system will be 
outlined as will areas worthy of future study. 

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

18. Summary and Conclusions. The effort expended thus far has consisted of 
formulating a mathematical model for a logistical system comprising a mooring, 
unloading, and conveying means. The system is one intended to transport liquid pro- 
ducts - fuel in tliis specific instance - from a point offshore to a point onshore. The 
model's structure permits the specification of demand rates and a number of variables 
which modify the supply rates; once an appropriate failure distribution has been identi- 
fied, the model also accommodates the physical imperfections invariably associated 
with manmade systems. 

The primary study objective articulated at the very beginning of this work 
was establishment of SV's and MAV's; the mathematical model was formulated 
expressly to fulfill that objective. Single-system capabilities were investigated as was 
the impact which various fuel reserve philosophies had on the number of systems re- 
quired. It eventually became possible to establish how many systems were required to 
accommodate the fuel consumption needs of light and heavy corps whose deployment 
and operation are described in two TRADOC-approved senarios. Six separate cases, 
which embodied a suitable mixture of characteristics, were identified and investigated 
in detail using the model; the six are listed in Table 13. Fuel reserve objectives of 10, 
20, and 30 days are reflected in the six cases, as are six pipelines ranging from 1,000 to 
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5,000 feet in length. 

Through tins mechanism, it was subsequently determined that the predicted 
number of fuel interruptions varied little, if any, regardless of whether a 10-, 20-, or 
30-day fuel reserve objective was specified. This observation combined with the 
knowledge that implementation of a 30-day reserve objective would require three more 
systems than would implementation of the lesser 10-day objective clearly identified the 
preferable alternative, \ttentinn is, therefore, focused on two of the original -i\ < andi- 
date system designs selected for investigation. Choosing between the two remaining 
designs is also straightforward, with case B (six systems) favored over case A (five sys- 
tems); the slight coal in« rease associated with the choice of case H is mitigated by Un- 
observed reduction in SV's and MAV's obtained through the use of one system more 
than the theoretical minimum. While representing a qualitative consideration, ease B 
also merits attention if hostile forces are considered capable of posing a threat to 
friendly fuel reserves. Given the preceding and the residual uncertainty inherent in the 
basic problem, endorsement of the slightly more expensive case B dc-ign would appear 
prudent. The optimal fuel delivery system configuration appropriate for a heavy corps 
now has been firmly established on the basis of a rigorous analysis; that configuration 
is illustrated in Figure 11. 

The numerical SV's and MAV's sought from the outset now may be 
computed from equations 11 and 13, respectively; the results of such computations are 
listed in Table 18. 

Table 18. System SV's and MAV's 

Pipeline Leri igth sv MAV 

(ft) 

1,000 0.32 0.25 
2,000 0.46 0.38 
2,500 0.53 0.45 
3,000 0.60 0.51 
4,000 0.74 0.64 
5,000 0.88 0.77 

The second objective articulated was the study of offshore moorings and un- 
loading lines as a generic class: this objective was pursued in hope of identifying general 
eharacteristics of such systems. This parallel effort was possible and in fact Comple- 
mentary since the process of model formulation necessarily addresses and renders 
explicit many of the factors peculiar to such systems. A number of conclusions was 
reached, some of which have application to the current system; others merit attention 
because of their utility in focusing attention on variables which might otherwise be 
ignored.   The observations reflected in the remainder of this section summarize obser- 
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Figure 11.  Overall fuel delivery system. 
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vations made a;* the studv   progressed; they generally follow the order in which the 
same or related topics originally appear. 

One primary difference hetween the hybrid scenario develop««! and the t\%<> 
TRADOC scenarios is the imposition of the requirement that all fuel deliveries must he 
conveyed through Multileg Tanker Mooring Systems. Just M the TRADOC scenarios 
abstract the prot)lcm of conveying fuel from ship to shore by postulating the existence 
of suitahle and availahle facilities which arc not subject to unfavorable weather, the 
hybrid scenario excludes any such facilities. Actually, a given situation may involve 
both existing moorings and unloading lines and Multileg Tanker Mooting Systems* each 
with their respective strengths and weaknesses. Existing systems might be reasonably 
expected in the vicinity of commercial ports; such ports are generally sited in protected 
reaches of coastline where they automatically shield moored vessels from adverse 
weather. In such cases, average flow rates would be greater than comparable rates 
recorded at a facility off an undeveloped portion of coast; a vessel moored in the latter 
location generally would be afforded little protection from wind-, wave-, and current- 
induced mooring forces. 

Very early in the analysis it was determined that if a fuel reserve was to be 
accumulated the deployed fuel delivery resources would be placed under greater street 
during the initial period than during the subsequent period. This situation arises 
directly from the need to convey a volume of fuel during the initial period which is 
equivalent to the summation of fuel consumption plus a contribution to reserve; a 
volume equivalent to consumption alone must be conveyed during the subsequent 
period. 

A further observation is that a larger number of tankers, i.e., six, would be 
required to fuel the heavy corps during the initial period, with four tankers required 
during the subsequent period. A change in composition of each system, i.e., associa- 
tion of one mooring with two unloading lines, would halve the required number of 
tankers. This is BO >ince the unloading line throughput capacity is the "limiting bottle- 
neck,? in the system as it currently exists. The tanker's pumps are theoretically capable 
of discharging at a 24,000 bbl/h rate if suitable unloading lines are available. There- 
fore, it becomes readily apparent that the unloading line associated with virtually any 
military mooring will always limit the flow to a rate far below the theoretically 
possible rate; one possible means of increasing the fuel delivery throughput from each 
mooring placed would be the use of multiple pipelines of a size compatible with rapid 
movement and placement. Of course, it must be acknowledged that upgrading the pre- 
sent system from one to two unloading lines could not be accomplished summarily; 
such a major change in system configuration could be introduced only after an exten- 
sive modification, test, and evaluation effort. 
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A second modification of merit also presents itself, and that is reduction of 
the unloading line's internal friction factor hy the application of an internal coating t<> 
the pipe at the time of its procurement. These two changes, while not feasible at this 
particular moment, would do much to reduce the fuel delivery bottleneck, thereby 
leading to a reduction in the number of tanken and systems otherwise required. 

Weather was identified as a factor with a major role in establishing how 
many systems were required to support the postulated friendly force. It is pointed out 
that the conclunons drawn regarding the required number of systems are predicated OH 
the mooring being available 40 percent of the time during the initial period and 70 per- 
cent during the subsequent period as far as weather is concerned; physical failures 
would naturally preclude use of the mooring from time to time regardless of weather. 
Should the hypothetical friendly force be deployed to a region where seastate 3 or 
greater occurs more than 60 percent of the time during the first month or more than 
30 percent during the second and third months, it would be nece.vsir\ to deploy 
greater numbers of mooring systems than the numbers presented herein: in both 
instances, performance is assumed to be maintained at equivalent levels. Conversely, 
if a region was subject to seastate 3 or greater less frequently than the occurrence rates 
used here, fewer systems would be required to sustain performance. 

The number of systems required could be reduced if the mooring could 
accommodate a tanker in seastates up to 3 vis-a-vis the present seastate-2 capability. 
This would increase the mooring's actual availability - in terms of weather — from an 
estimated 40 percent to approximately 55 percent of the time during the worst month 
of the year; weather-derived availability on an annual average would be increased from 
between 50 and 65 percent of the time to 85 percent of the time as a result. The in- 
creased theoretical throughput would make it possible to deploy fewer systems with a 
commensurate savings in cost and engineer resources. 

While not specifically addressed in this study, the physical characteristics of 
numerous landing beaches from throughout the world have been subjected to statistical 
analyses.24 25 Landing beaches are reaches of coastline identified as nominally suitable 
for amphibious operations; the physical characteristics which make a coastline 
amenable to amphibious operations, e.g., relative absence of offshore and onshore 
obstructions, suitable offshore gradient (not flat), and onshore traffh ability, are 
closely coincident with the characteristics sought when selecting a site for a mooring 
and unloading system. This apparent digression becomes relevant when the question is 
asked: How often will a tanker be able to approach within 5,000 feet of shore as 
required if it is to unload its cargo given use of the Multileg Tanker Mooring > stem or 
the navy-developed buoyant hoselines and submarine pipelines? 

24 D. P. Scott. Statistical Properties of Assault Und Beaches, Report C2892, Naval Ship Research and Develop- 
ment Laboratory, Panama City, Florida, January 1969, p. 281. 

5 F. Cevasco, Landing Beach Study, U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center, Fort 
Bclvoir, Virginia, Unpublished Report. 
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It tanken of 25,000 DWT or larger an* used to deliver fuel to fricndl) forces. 
water depths of approximately 42 feet will be required for safe operation. A pipeline 
5,000 feel krag would extend to water of the necessary depth only approximately 66 
percent of the lime. A capability to place pipelines further than 5,000 feel offshore 
would result in such a system being capable of servicing an increased percentage of 
sites which are suitable on the basis of all criteria other than gradient. However, it 
must be noted that each unit increase in length will return a smaller percent increase 
in landing beaches potentially serviceable than does the preceding unit increase - the 
dtnunisbing-returrj phenomenon. 

It should be further acknowledged that the 25,000-DWT tanker, while it is 
the maximum BUM which the Multileg Tanker Mooring System max safety accommo- 
date, is also tbc smallest atze tanker which the MSC will provide. The mooring could 
bandle slightly larger tankers which are partially loaded; however, the preferable 
approach is development of a second generation mooring which trades off some of the 
transportability characteristics of the present system in exchange for an ability to moor 
tankers of larger size under more demanding sea conditions. 

Further improvements in system effectiveness — a proxy variable for mission 
reliability and. in this case, also a proxy variable for explosive anchor performance — 
depend primarily on the acquisition of additional knowledge of explosive anchor per- 
formance and on the physical parameters which affect that performance. Additional 
research efforts would be expected to benefit both the current system and any future 
military system which employs explosive anchor technology. 

Effectiveness of the Multileg Tanker Mooring System could be improved by 
substituting the larger XM-200 explosive anchor for the smaller XM-50 actually used. 
This occurs since the larger anchor's static failure load is at least twice the static failure 
load of the smaller XM-50. Given that we would have the same induced mooring loads 
and a doubled static failure load should the XM-200 anchor be used, the ratio of the 
mooring load to the static failure load, would be smaller in magnitude than would the 
comparable ratio for the XM-50. Using Bemben's findings, which relate that ratio to 
projectiU reep rate, it is concluded that use of the XM-200 in this application would 
increase tin mission reliability. In defense, it must be noted that such a possibility 
was seriously considered during the early phases of development and rejected because 
of the rigorous transportability requirements. A second reason for rejection was the 
minimal resources available to the military organization charged with responsibility to 
place the system; future development programs may permit such an approach. 

System effectiveness depends on anchor performance, which in large part 
depends on soil type (see Figure 6). Thus, a system with a short pipeline may perform 
adequate!)  if the anchors are in mud but ordy at the expense of replacing numerous 
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anchors which fail. It would, therefore, be desirable to derive new expressions for SV's 
and MAV's which include two explanatory variables, i.e., pipeline Ituglll and a second 
variable representing soil property. 

While knowledge of explosive anchors is poor for static loading conditions, 
present knowledge of performance under dynamic conditions is primitive at best. An 
expanded knowledge of dynamic behavior would do much to dispell the uncertainty 
which pervades any attempt such as this one to predict or plan the configuration of 
offshore systems responsive to rapidly changing military requirements; this same factor 
prevents widespread commercial application. 

As also noted in the study, the accuracy with which the time history of 
mooring loads applied by tankers may be predicted also leaves much to be desired. 
The utility of obtaining mathematical models and actual data for mulnlcg moorings is 
admittedly questionable; however, it would be appropriate to investigate the existence 
of models which describe advanced moorings of the single-leg type. This latter class of 
mooring would have to be chosen if tankers greater than 25,000 DWT are to be held 
reliably in a seastate 3. 

While not given explicit attention, the onshore effort necessary to erect 
storage containers will be extremely demanding. The combination of offshore/onshore 
work dedicated to fuel delivery and storage will involve substantial sums as well as con- 
siderable engineer resources. Reduction of fuel reserve objectives to the lowest ade- 
quate levels would do much to ameliorate the high cost and extensive personnel 
requirements associated with the provision of such facilities. With this, the study is 
complete having answered the questions posed at its initiation. However, it must be 
noted that the study has also surfaced a number of related issues which warrant further 
investigation, a situation not uncommon when complex systems embodying numerous 
variables are studied. 
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APPENDIX A 

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND FUEL DEMAND DATA 

Table A-l. Daily Consumption—Light Corps 

Army Daily AF Daily Total Daily 
Consumption Consumption Consumption 

Day (gal/d) (bbl/d) (gal/d) (bbl/d) (gal/d) (bbl/d) 

1 165,184 3,933 372,825 8,877 538,009 12,810 
2 H »i ii ii ii ii 

3 n i' «i it •• n 

1 >i i» n ii ii ii 

5 i* M •• • • ii ii 

6 li il 368,626 8,777 533,810 12,709 
7 M ii ii ii ii ii 

8 M •• ii ii ii I- 

9 H ii ii ii '1 

10 370,704 8,826 'i ii 739,330 17,603 
11 i» ii ii ii ii 

12 ii ii •i *i n ii 

13 -• " ii ii M ii 

14 H ii ii ii ii ii 

i:> 497,723 11,851 ii ii 866,349 20,627 
In »* ii ii ii ii ii 

17 M ii • I M ii ii 

18 M ii ii ii M ii 

19 ii i» ii ii 11 ii 

20 H »I ii ii 11 ii 

21 n ii ii •i ii ii 

22 n i« ii ii li ii 

23 754,757 17,970 ii '• 1,123,383 26,747 
24 n ii ii ii ii ii 

25 ii •• •• ii ii ii 

26 •• ii ii ii ii ii 

27 M ii ii ii !• ii 

28 11 •• ii '• 11 

29 i* •i ii i* 11 n 

30 ii M " ii 11 " 

31 M " 335,957 7,999 1,090,714 25,969 
32 H I« ii ii ii ii 

33 •' i« »i »i •• •• 

34 829,554 19,751 ii •« 1,165,511 27,750 
through 

44 
45 918,988 21,881 i" ii 1,254,945 29,880 

through 
90 
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Table, A-2. Daily Consumption —Heavy Corps 

Army Daily AF Dail\ Total Daily 
Consump tion Consumption Consumption 

Day (gal/d) (bbl/d) (gal/d) (bbl/d) (gal/d) (bbl/d) 

1 0 0 372,825 8,877 372,825 8,877 
2 0 0 ii w ii ii 

3 0 0 »i M ii ii 

4 4,030 96 ii »» 376,855 8,973 
5 n n ii 1» ii ii 

6 20,544 489 368,626 8,777 389,170 9,266 
7 80,721 1,922 n 91 449,347 10,698 
8 M n 19 H ii ii 

9 i> n H ii ii ii 

10 154,654 3,682 n 11 523,280 12,459 
11 »« M n »1 ii ii 

12 " »7 11 11 ii i» 

13 »« »1 11 »1 ii ii 

14 •* 11 11 »1 ii ii 

15 354,474 8,440 »1 11 723,100 17,217 
16 ».« i» ♦1 11 ii H 

17 »i »5 1» ii ii 11 

18 i» 11 11 1» ii 1» 

19 450,158 10,718 »1 ii 818,784 19,495 
20 466,514 11.108 11 ii 835,140 19,884 
21 »i n 11 ii ii ii 

22 »i n »1 »1 ii ii 

23 »i n 11 1» »i ii 

24 n n 1» 11 ii ii 

25 607,969 14,476 1» 11 976,595 23,252 
26 »i M 11 i» ■ • ii 

27 n w 11 ii ii ii 

28 607,939 14,475 »1 11 976,565 23,2:>1 
29 M M 11 ii ii ii 

30 708,493 16,869 I» 11 1,077,119 25,646 
31 739,254 17,601 335,957 7.999 1,107,880 26,378 
32 805,440 19,177 ii M 1,174,066 27,954 
33 807,820 19,234 »i ii 1,176,446 28,011 
34 863,238 20,553 »« 11 1.231,864 29,330 
35 880,061 20,954 M 11 1,248,687 29,731 
36 982,344 23,389 Ii 11 1,350,970 32,166 
37 1,015,756 24,185 11 11 1,384,382 32,962 
38 »> ii ii 11 i» ■- 

39 1,073,930 25,570 •• 11 1,442,556 34,347 
through 

54 
:,.-, 1,105,472 26,321 »» 11 1,474,098 35,098 

through 
90 
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Ttfak  \-3.  Üiimuliitixr Demand (10-Day-lu— r\< •( late)   Li^ht ( 

(iumulativr (loiiHiinption Cumulative Contribution To 
Day fotfcDtj   I 10-Day Ratete Total Cumulative Demand 

(bbl) (bbl) (bbl) 

4 0 0 0 
r> 12.H10 10,643 
6 25,519 21,286 46.805 
7 38.228 31,930 70,158 
8 50<937 9:i.510 
9 :»3.216 116,862 

10 81,249 63,859 145,108 
11 98,852 74,503 
12 116,455 85.1 16 201,601 
L3 134,058 95,789 229,847 
11 151,661 106,432 258,093 
15 172,288 117,075 289,363 
16 192,915 127,719 320,634 
17 213,542 138,362 351,904 
L8 234,169 149,005 383474 
L9 254,796 159,648 414,444 
20 275,423 17031 445,714 
21 296,050 180,935 476,985 
22 316,677 191,578 508,255 
23 343,424 202,221 545,644 
24 370,171 212,864 583,035 
2:, 396,918 223,507 620,425 
2() 423,665 234,151 657,816 
27 450,412 244,794 695,206 
2« 477,159 255,437 732,596 
29 503,906 266,080 769,986 
30 530,653 -" 796,733 
31 556,662 •- 822,742 
32 582,591 i» 848,671 
33 608,560 •■ 871 
14 913,810 M 1,179,890 
90 2,288,290 M 2,554,370 
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Table \4. Cumulative Demand (10-Day-Reeerve Case)—Heavy Corps 

Cumulative Consumption— Cumiilativ«' Contribution I'o 
Da) Poet-Day 4 10-l)a\ 1 {«serve I otal Cumulative I demand 

(1,1,1)' (bbl) (bbl) 

4 0 0 0 
5 8,973 11,441 20,414 
6 18,239 22,882 41,121 
7 28,937 34,323 63,260 
8 39,635 45,764 85,399 
9 50,333 57,205 107,538 

10 62,792 68,645 131,437 
11 75,2.') 1 80,086 i.",,337 
12 87,710 91,527 179,237 
13 100,169 102,968 203,137 
14 112,628 114,409 227,037 
15 129,845 125,850 255,695 
16 i ;:,062 137,291 284,353 
17 164,279 148,732 313.011 
18 181,496 160,173 341,669 
19 200,991 171,614 372,605 
20 220,875 183,054 403,929 
21 240,759 194,495 435,254 
22 260,643 205,936 466,579 
23 280,527 217,:*77 497,904 
24 300,411 228,818 529,229 
25 323,663 240,259 563,922 
26 346,915 251,700 598,615 
27 370,167 263,141 633,306 
28 393,419 274,582 668,001 
29 416,671 286,022 702,693 
30 442,317 ** 728,339 
31 468,695 •• 754,717 
32 496,649 »» 782,671 
33 524,660 »» 810,682 
34 553,990 »» 840,012 
35 583,7-'1 »i 869,743 
36 615,887 •• 901,909 
37 648,849 •• 934,871 
38 681,811 y> 967,833 
54 1,231,363 " 1.7,17.385 
90 2,459,793 »» 2,745,815 
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TaluV \-.">. (kumulativ«- Drmaiid (20-Da\-Ki>rr\r Case)—Light Corps 

Cumulative (Consumption— Cumulative Contribution To 
Day Post-1 )a\ 4 20-Day Reserve Total Cumulative- Demand 

(bbl) (bbl) (bbl) 

4 0 0 0 
5 12.810 21,286 34,096 
6 25,519 12^73 68,092 
7 38,228 63,859 102,087 
8 50,937 65,146 136,083 
9 63,646 106,432 170,078 

10 81,249 127,719 208,968 
II 96,852 149,005 247,857 
12 116,455 17031 286,746 
13 134,058 191,578 325,636 
14 151,661 212,864 364,525 
15 17238 234,151 406,439 
US [92,915 255,437 448,352 
17 213,542 276,723 490,265 
18 234,169 298,010 532,179 
19 254,796 31936 574,092 
20 275,423 340,583 616,006 
21 296,050 361,869 657,919 
22 316,677 383,156 699,833 
23 343,424 404,442 747,866 
24 370,171 425,728 795,899 
25 396,918 447,015 843,933 
26 423,665 468,301 891,966 
27 450,412 489,588 934,000 
28 477,159 510,874 988,033 
29 503,906 532,161 1,036,067 
30 530,653 M 1,062,814 
:n 556,662 H 1,088,823 
32 " 1,114,752 
33 606,560 « 1,140,721 
44 'H {,810 M 1,445,971 
90 2,288,290 " 2320,451 
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Table \-0. ( umulative Demand (20-1 )a\ -I!»■>« TM- Case)-H»a\ y Corps 

Cumulative Consumption- Cumulative Contribution To 
Day Post-Day 4 20-Day Reserve Total Cumulative Demand 

(!>bl)' (hbl) (bbl) 

4 0 0 0 

r> 8,973 22,882 31,8.-»', 

6 18,239 45,764 64,003 

7 28,937 68,645 97,582 

8 39,635 91,527 131,102 

9 50,333 11 M09 164,742 
10 62,792 137,291 200,083 
11 ",251 160,173 235,121 
12 87,710 183,054 270,764 
13 100,169 205,936 306,105 
14 112,628 228,818 5 11,446 
LI 129,845 251,700 {«1,545 
16 147,062 274 I2I.MI 
17 164.279 297,463 461,742 
18 181,496 320,345 501,841 
19 200,991 227 -)U,218 
20 220,875 366,109 586,984 
21 240,759 388,991 629,750 
22 260,643 411,872 672,515 
23 280,527 434,754 715.281 

24 300,411 457,636 758,046 
25 323,663 480,518 804.181 
26 346,415 503,400 850,315 
27 370,167 526,281 996,448 
28 393,419 549,163 942,582 
29 416,671 572,045 968,716 
30 442,317 ■» 1.0! 
31 468,695 •• 1,040.710 
33 496,649 •• 1,068,694 
33 524,660 •■ 1,096,70.-, 
34 553,990 •- 1,126,035 
35 583,721 •• 1,155,767 
36 615387 •• 

1*1*7,932 
37 648,849 •■ 1.220,894 
38 681,811 "•> 1,253,856 
54 1,231,363 •• 1,803.408 
90 2,459,793 n 3,031,838 
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Table \ 7.  (.umulativr I)cniund (30-Day-Reserve Case)—Liglit (.<>r[>s 

< innulativ»' (lonsuniption Cuinnlativr Contribution To 

Day IW-l>ay 4 .{0-Day llcserve Total Cumulative 1 >rmaml 

(hbl) (bbl) (bbl) 

4 0 0 0 
5 12,810 31,930 44,740 
6 25,519 63,859 89,378 
7 38,228 95,789 134.017 
8 50,937 127,718 1 78,656 
9 63,646 159,648 22:5.2- M 

10 81,249 191,578 272,827 
ii 98,852 223,507 322,359 
12 116,455 255,137 371,892 
13 134,058 287,367 121,425 
u 151,661 319,296 470,957 
L5 351,225 523^14 
16 L92,915 383,156 576,071 
17 213,542 415,085 628,627 
Lfl 234,169 447,015 681,184 
L9 254,796 478,944 733,740 
20 275^423 510,874 786,297 
21 296,050 542,804 838354 
22 316,677 574,733 891,410 
23 343,424 606,662 950,087 
24 370,171 638,593 1,008,764 
25 396,918 670,522 1,067,440 
26 423,665 702,452 1,126,117 
27 450,412 734^81 1,184,793 
28 177,159 766,311 1,243,470 
29 503,906 798,241 1,302,147 
30 530,653 

,'' 1.328,894 
31 556,662 •' 1,863 
32 582,591 »i 1.380,832 
33 608,560 • • 1,406301 
44 913,810 n 1.712,051 
90 2,288,290 n 3386331 
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Table A-8. Cumulative Demand (30-Day-Reserve Case)—Heavy Corps 

Cumulative Consumption— (iiimulalive Contribution To 
Day Post-Day 4 30-Day Reserve Total Cumulative Demand 

(bbl) (bbl) (bbl) 

4 0 0 0 
5 8,973 34,323 43,296 
6 18,239 68,645 86,884 
7 28,937 102,968 131,905 
8 39,635 137.291 179,926 
9 50,333 171,614 221,947 

10 62,792 205,936 268,728 
11 75,251 240,259 315,510 
12 87,710 274,582 362,292 
13 100,169 308,904 409,073 
14 112,628 343,227 455,855 
15 129,845 .'{77,550 507,395 
16 147,062 411,872 558,934 
17 164,279 446,195 610,474 
18 181,496 480,518 662,014 
19 200.991 514,840 715,831 
20 220,875 549,163 770,038 
21 210,759 583,486 824,245 
22 260,643 617,809 878,452 
23 280,527 652,131 9*2,658 
24 300,411 686,454 986,865 
25 323,663 720.777 1,044,440 
26 346,915 755,099 1,102,014 
27 370,167 789,122 1,159,589 
28 393,419 823,745 1,217,164 
29 416,671 858,067 1,274,738 
30 142,317 i» 1,300,384 
31 468,695 »» 1,326,762 
32 496,649 V 1,354,716 
33 52 1,660 M 1,382,727 
34 :.r,.{,990 W 1,412,057 
35 583,721 ■■ 1,441,788 
36 615^87 " 1.473,954 
37 648349 •>* 1,506,916 
38 681311 

■• 1,539,878 
54 1,231,363 •- 2.089,430 
90 2,459,793 n 3,317,860 
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APPENDIX B 

SIMULATION PROGRAM 

1 ^.)(,«**   CcVAbCO(l*ROT.OUTPUT.TAPE2.TAPEl=lNPuT,TAPF 3=OUTPUl ) 

C 
COMMON   OELl.Utl_2 
CO' NOStlUVFLO(lOO)»F,HUR»FULMAX 

b COMMOM    XüP(lOO) .XÜOwN( 100) .XUPPEP(IOO) .XDUOO) .TP< 100) tNO 
COMMON TlMt l ( 100) t TIMte (100) t TIML11 (100) tTlME^?U00l .TTAP.TI 
COMMON XXM,AM,XNET.XNtTY 
TT^C rltAC MF (200) .^(200) .NMP(<?00) 
UlMtNSlON bTMTl(H).STATir(Ö),STAT3(H) 

1U IP0T=1 
»EAD(l.SOl) MVA* 

bOl FORMAT(13) 
ÜÜ 2000 MOOR=l.NVAR 
OO 10 1=1*100 

1^ 10    loVFco(I)=0 
C   P   IS   THE   wtLlArtlLlTY 6JHB 
C   UT   IS   Tht    TlMt   INTERVAL GJHd 
C    NS    IS    THE    NUMtttW    OF    blMoLATlONb GJHB 
C   OEL    IS   THt   OEUVEHY   «Art   Pt*   Hüijw 

?0 C    IüPÜNl    IS   THE   ORA«UO«N   TINE.    ALTERNATES   »JITH   IUMON2. GJMB 
C    IDttON^    IS   TriE   ORAWOOKN   TIME.    ALTERNATES   WITH   IUPUM. GJMB 
C   XNndF    IS   Tnt   ^OrtritH   OF   HOURS   ötFOPt   A   FAILUPE   CAN   OCCUR. GJMB 
C   FULMAX    IS   THE   MAXIMUH   FUEL   ON   HAND 

READ(l.SOO) R.OT.Nb.DELl.UELP.IDRUNl.IOPON«» . XNHdF .FULMAX .CONS 1 . 
?r» X  CONS2 

bOO FOKMAT( ?F10.0tl3t 2F 7. 0. 215.F b.O .F 1 0 .0 »2F 7 .0 ) 
C XM IS CONSUMPTION RATE 

XM = CONS1/2*. 
XXM = CONS«'/«?*». 

?0 N = 30/OT 
XNtT = (0EL1*N)-(XM»N) 
X'NJETY = (OEL2«N)-UXM«N| 
ALAMHUA=-ALOO(P)/30, 
PO! = 1.0 - EXP(-XLAMHUA«OT) 

Tb C N IS THE NUMHtH OF PANOO" NUMdERS REUUIHED FOP A 30 HOUR MISSION 
XLAMbOA IS PPObAdlLlTY PEP UNIT TIME FOP SYSTEM FAILUPE 
POT IS MPUHAHILITY UF FAILUPE OUPING TIME iNTEPVAL UT 

WRITE(3.400) 
«00 FORMAT«1M1,?A.«MESOLTS OF MULTI-LE6 MOORING SYSTEM SIMULATION») 

kO *KlTE(3.*0S) P.UT 
*ub MWMAT ( lHO.bX.«RELIABILITY I S«> .Fb .2 .5X . «SAMPL I NO INTERVAL IS». 

I Fb.^1 
*RITE (J.«»lO) i«S 

«10 FOPMAT(lHO.bX.^NOMbEP OF SIMULATIONS IS».IlO) 
»5 »HiTF(3.4lS) XLAMBOA 

«IS FOPMAT(lM0.bX.«PPOHAblLn Y PER UNIT TIME FU*i   SYSTEM FAILUPE«» 
1 F10.*) 
IF(iPüT.NE.l) GO TO 102 
*HlTF(3,*20) PDT 

=.0 H20 FUWMAT( lhu.DA»»MPUriAblLITY OF FAILUPE DUHlNO TIME INTEPVAL UT*» 
1 Flü.«> 
wRiTt(3.*30) UELl»DEL2.1DPDNl,lDPON2.XNHbF 

«30   FoPMAT( lriu.*Trit. OtLlVtPY RATE l S* . 2F 7 . 0 ./ , • THE uPAWUOWNS IN REDUCE 
*0 UtLWEPY CYCLt ARE» .c" IS»/»• A hAILUPE CANNOT OCCUP *ITHIN THE FI 
XRST».F7.0.* HOUPS») 
•RITE(J,2010) KULHAX 

2010  FOMMATC • TML MAXIMUM FUEL ON MAND IS •»  F9.1 ) 
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w*ITE<3.2020) C0NS1.C0NS? 
2020  FORMAT« * Tut CONSUMPTION RATt FO* FIRST 2* DAYb lb ♦• F6.0,/, 

60 X • THE CONSUMPTION RATE. AFTER 2V DAYS IS ». F6.0) 
102 DO 1000 NOS*ltNS 

N5=0 
NO = I 
LOrf = 0 

65 NZERO = 0 
BDOWN = 0.0 
TPA = 0.0 
TTA = 0.0 
TRA = 0,0 

70 TIMA = 0.0 
DO*N = 0.0 
LJ = XNM8F/DT 6JMB 
jj ■ ü 
K = 0 

75 NMI = 0 
N2 = 0 
F = 0.0 
«OLO=0 6JHB 
IS*TCM=0 6JMB 

80 510 J = 0 
J42 ■ 0 
IJJ = 0 
TTAP = TTA 
NJ=(2064.-TTA)/*8.«30./DT 

85 520 RN = RANF(OUM) 
IF(J.6E.NJ) 60 TO 990 
J = J*l 
IF(IPOT.Nk.l) GO TO 100 

101 IF(RN.GT.PUT) GO TO 520 
90 IF(K.GT.O) GO TO 521 

IF(J.LT.LJ) GO TO 520 
IF(IPOT.Nt.l) 60 TO 103 

521 «KITE<*.600> RN 
600 FORMAT«1H-.5X.«RANDOM NUMBER IS»»F10.*) 

95 *RITE<2.60S) NOS 
605 F0RMAT<1H »5X .«SIMULAT ION NUMBEH»tU) 

K = K*l 
wRITE(2t6lO) *.J 

610 FORMATMH .bX.»SYSTEM FAILURE NUMBER»tI6»bX••NUHöfcP UF RANDOM NUMb 
100 1ERS USED«.110) 

NM = J/N 
XNM = FLOAT<J)/FLOAT(N)-NM 

CK IS FAILURE CuUNT 
C NM IS NUMBER OF COMPLETE 30 HUUR MISSIONS 

105 C XNM lb PORTION UF INCOMPLETE 30 HOUR MISSION 
C PUMP TIME HETWtEN FAILURE K.K-1 

TP(K) = J»UT 
C TIME INTO INTERRUPTED 30 HOUR MISSION AT FAlLUwE 

TI = XNM»UT«30. 
110 C ACCUMULATtD PUMPING TIME 

TPA = TPA ♦ TP(K) 
C ACCUMULATED TIME TU UATE-UP TO TIME OF FAILURE MISSION 

TTÜ = 18.«NM+TP(K>-TI 
C ALTERNATES BETWEEN SHORT AND LUNG FAILURES GJHH 
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11"» I 
I* 1    =    'MI-Mr' 

tatf  m    .1 
U   ILL   r MlLVJ^r. S    '-ILL    3t    Of    SMMT    VAHltTY bJMH 

i -(, GJM8 

L   ALL   hAicUMtS   »lU.   «t   Üf   L«'Ko   V«WltlY 

L    ftHUMOLATtU   ►«tKAlt-    ll^t:    KO*   H    KAlLU"tS 

'. JM ■  i 
j «•-.-) 

If    < U.Lt.<><♦.)   JM=O 
i    j'J*NTi*f    Ar It"   MH   FAiLUWt 

C    nCClM||t«7tU   UO*«4tlMfc    TO   STAHT    OF    NtXT    HiJMHlNO   btUUtNCfc    AFTt«   *TM   FAlLUWE 

]TO T1"A   =    n***lfe«*M**Tl* 
L   -iV^OTit T IC-L   fUtLL   u*   H«MI   AT    TTA   Lt bb   PAwTlAL.   MlbblUN 

FM   ■    r ♦    Ht.L l« ITHIM-1 IJ-CONSIM TU/?4. 

JwL'J-oOLO+^M 
if ( TT«.Lt .MIO.)    UU    TO   b3U 
lr ( TTtt^.ut.nUU. )F M=FH-LUNbl *T TU/2*. GJMM 
lMTT«H.LT.f>ÜO. )r H = Fi-Ci)Nbl»<TTU-<f>00.-TTAr>))/^4. ÜJMH 

i i   T-)   r>40 
10 0   NS=WS*1 

Tr=N^*oT 
140 it (TF.oT. ju.)    TK = o 

►»UT=0/1S.*TK« ( 1 .-*) 
GO    T'J    101 

103   »*lT>'(4«*4u)   HUT 

14S (V.J T'» bf*l 
530 iTH = rr-^r i AM 

IF i rrn.Lt .bou.i ou TO b«»o 
TA = TTH-^00. 
Fi = Fn-Co*bl»T*/?4, 

1 ^ o b4J   IFCFn.Ct. FUL*MA .aNf». lb*TCH.tU.ü) (,0 Tu bJb bJHri 
t tXLtbo FMcL DtLlVtKtU 

OJH8 
J4=U bjMrf 

1«^-. (FClSaTCH .tu. 1) uO TO blO 
IbwTCH=i O    üJHB 

LM.JOLü-NH 
FA = hULMM* 
0Ü *0t> JA = 1 .1^ 
J"»=Jt-l 
r * = Fx-iJtLl*JU.*CU Jbl*r . 

IF (Fx»t_T.U.U)   UU   TO   rtlu 
H0*> CU'«TINUE 6JH8 

UU   '»OO   JA = 1 ♦ il 
l*o J*=JA 

U-F *-utLV« 30.♦CONS?*? 
IF(FX.LT.ü.O)    oO   Tu   »10 

M(K| LONTI'NtJt UjMri 
L    IN   =   NiiM,ir.-   (;r     riMt    l.jTfcWVLS    IN   Tnt   HtUUCtU   FutL   UtLlVtWY   SEuUt^Ct.      OJMÖ 

l 70 *10        1'*= JM-J^-J-^IK 

lr(liv.oT.Vi)IN=N* 
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17t» 

1MVJ 

l«b 

\ un 

IMS 

?no 

?0b 

210 

?lt> 

s?0 

??s 

L   NUN- 

C    NU* 

IF(iM.Lt.U)IN=N* 

oiJ=I  • 
ME*   OF   Ob   MJUP   l>PA«UOwNS 

JlJ/2 
<»2    rioort   U^ArfuOKF.S 
Jl^-l^J 
f Tu*< li>Wü>il-lb.>*J<»^* ( IUW0N2-1H.)MJJ*TIM*T I*TTAP 

LU*,N7EP0tM0) 

J42»IJJ»L0*t 

IJJ   = 
~>t«   OF 

J*2 = 
ITA   =    TTü*( li>wu>*l-lb.>*J<»<;«-< 1UPUN2-1H.)#IJJ*TIM*T I*TTAP GJH« 
LL   =   0 
IF(JlJ.bE.l)    LL=1 
Gu   TO   SSO 

53S   TTM   =   TTü   ♦   TIM   ♦    TI   ♦   TTAP 
LL   =   0 

SSO     MI)     =      1 
IF(LL.cü.l)    üü TO   r>tO 
U (TT-P.Gt.600)    GO   TO   bbü 
[f ( TTA.Lt.bÜO) GO   TU   561 
T T2   -   TTA-IIM 

r \\   =   TT2-T1 
IF(TTJ.üfc.bUu) l>0   TO   bbü 
]K(TT2.Gt.büu) 00   To   bb2 
MO = 2 
GU TO bbl 

«>5* HU = j 
bbl C^LL UPFUNt (NM,XNM,TIM,TPA,THA,TTA,UDOWN, 

DU ro "jHo 
b#ifj    CALL    UPFU*U(.XM.XNM,TIH,TPAtTlMAtTTA,0ttJ0OwN»LL» 

1    •J/toOtlOMuNl«lü«UN£») GJMB 
6*0    IF(TTA.LT.^0b<».)    oO   TG   blü 

W4W<NOb)    =   LO* 
N'(NOS)   =  N££MO 
Nr(NOS)    =   K-l 
w*ITE(2*62ü)   LO» 

M?0   f-OMMöTdM   ,SX,«»NUMbEP   OF    TIMES   FUEL   ON   MANU   OlPS   bELO«   MINIMUM   PES 
\\ JVt    LINE».110) 
*HlTc(2»b2bl   NZEPO 

b?S FOMMATClh ,oÄ.»NUMr*EP OF TIMES FUfcL UN MANU DIPS BELOW ZEPO»tIl0) 
GO TO 100 0 

*S»0 Mt*] TE (**,9*2> 
99?   FO^Ml lnO.»H!T   WANOOM   NUMbEW   LIM IT-EACESSlVE   TIME») 

OO   TU   odl 
1000   CONTINUE 

*-'ITE<3«1ü01) 

10Ü1 FORMAT«1H0»2X.«TOTALS PEP SIMULATION«) 
*«ITF (3»1U02) 

100?   F'MMAT«lHO.Tb.oNUMHEH   OF    FAILUPES»«T25»»NUMbE*   bELOW   MlN   HESEHVE«» 

1    T^<?»«NliMntw   bELO*   7tPO««T71 »»NUMbEP   OF   OVt«FLO«S«M 
«*lTEfJtlUOJ)     l«*F     (NGS) »NMK(NOS) »N/ (NOS) * luVFLO(NOS) tNOS*l«NS) 

100 3     FU^MAT (VX,cb.2,?0*.Fb.<:,lbA»Fb.2» 1*X. 13) 
CALL   bOS(NftNS«STATll 
CALL   iub(NMw,r„b»STAT«r > 
CALL    HJb(N/»NS»STAT3) 
w^ITE < J»lUü<»)    bTATl(l).STAT2(l).STAT3(l) 
*-aTt(J.lUUb)    STATl(M»STAT2<b).STAT3(b) 

10 04   F»)UMAT( IM-, U,»MEAN«, lX.F7.?.ldX.F7.2flbX»F7.2) 
10Ob   F J*MAT(IM-, LA«»S0««3JI«F 7.2,lrtX,F7.2»16X.F 7.2) 
2000   CONTINUE 

STOP 
End 
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1 bUefcUüTIfct   'JKrUNt (** .XNM»       TIM» fPA,TlMA,TTA,r>uO*Nt      LO*»NZtrtO.MO) 
CUMMON   0EL1»O£L2 

COMfON <*OS« iuvFLO<100) • F . t>UP* F ULMAX 
CO-iMUN AÜP(lüU) tXL»ü*N( 1U0) »XUPPtP(lOO) tAÜ l 100) .TP( 1 00) ,NO 

s CoMfKw TiMLi uoo) • riMti?(ioo) «riMEi l (too) t TiMt^^duo) tHAP« n 
CO**ON    MH,AM,XN£t.XNMT 

C   TTA    IS   Lt'b^   TnAN   u*   t'^UAL   600   rtOUPS   ÜH   2S   GAYS 
UUrfN   =   F 
wrfITF  (2.20U)     1 IM, TPA.TlMA.l TA 

10 200   FOrt*M(lri   f>x ♦*TlM«,F10.«r.'3X,«THA»,Fl0.^fDX»»l IHA«>,F 1 0.2«bA • 
k#T TA* *F10•*l 
»*4lTLt£«U    Nh,XNM»HDO«iN»F 

1    »-UrVMAT« lH    ,oX,«NM«. 14,bXt*XNM»,Frt.4.SX.»BU0rfN»»F 10. 2t SX««J-• »F 1 0.2) 
T2   =    TTAP 

IS li- (UM.LT. 1 )    üO   TU   24 
00   10      U = 1«'*M 
ÜH    =    0O*N    ♦    XNt- T 
xUP(iJ)   =   OP 
Tl    =    T^*JÜ. 

?0 TIME1 (lJ)    =   T1 
U04IM   =   UP   -   X*M8. 
Xi)ÜNN(lJ)    =   üOwN 
T2   =   Tl*l*. 
MMErMlJ)    =   T? 

?b 10   CONTINUE 
C 

W»    IS    Tit    Nfcl    JtLlVEkY    AfTtW   LACH   30   HOOK   MlSSIO*   AN»   uUWN    IS   FOtL   ON 
C   HAN»    AFTt*   tALH    lo   rlOOP   OPAw»U*N 
C   «UP   CALCULATtS   NtT   UtLUtPY   F O«   PAwTlAL    30   hOOW   MISSION   AN»   HUÜtlN   CALCULATES 

l« C   ORAttUOVM  UINtlNb  »-AILUWE 

C 
24   GO   T0(13.2<?.23)    Mg 

C   CrtANGE   IN   UHAMUONN  OCCURS   LOPlNG   TIM 
22 rtlJP   = ANt r«xNM + unwN 

35                                                 F   ■   H.jP-XH«(6uO.-r?-Tl)-(ITA-600.)*XXH 
«0   TO 2h 

C   CHANGt    IN »RAMUONN   üCCJPS   LOKINO   PUMPING   OF     INTLP*OPTEU   MISSION 
23 XNX   = (f>0O.-T2)/J0. 

XNY    = ANM-ANA 
40 hOP   = X*gT+X*X*    XNtTY«XNY«-DOWN 

F    ■    hUP-TlH<»XX»i 
l»0   TO   db 

13   POP    = X*t-T<»XN*-H)0*N 
F     =    Mi^-Xrt«TlH 

4S 26   TIP   =    12+11 
TIü = r lP+flM 

17 IF(NM.LT. 1) oO TG 29 
ÜO lh IJ=UNM OJHH 
lL)PÜ=lö Gjrl» 

SO 1F(X0P(1J».GT. FULMAX)CALL FuLL1(XOP«IOP»♦XUU-I-.NM,Ij,TiME1(IJ)) 
1H    wKlTE (2t2t>) XOP( U) »TlHtl (lJ) • IDH0,XI)Oi»N(lJ) ,TlME2( U) GJMri 

2b FO«<««AT(hX»»NtT ÜELlVEhY AFTEP CÖMPLF.TE MISS ION« .F 1 0 .d tsX » »1 IME« • 
KFlO»2«bX« 12*« riOOP ü»AHÜU"H»fF 1 0 . 2»bX««TI ME»«F 10.2) uJHtf 

<>* IF(HIJP.GT.FULM».A )CALL F»LL2(HUP.IDPH,F»TiP) 
S3 wPITt(2.3ü) HOP.T1P.F,Tlü 

30 FOWMAT(hXt«NtT ULUlVtHY AFTEP PAWTIAL MISblON«.F10.2,bA♦•TI Mt•, 
IF10.2.bX,*ÜO*NTlMt ÜPA*UuwN«»FlO.?»5X»«TlML«.rlO.^) 
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c 
C   F   IS   F JP.L   UH   IA-«U   A?   Tint    TTA 

f-0 l   »F   Is  4£S£KVE   FUEL   LI*tt 
t 

KFSFULI"»A/ 1. 
[f iFTft.Lt.i^fH.) 

**»-=HiL*<AX/.H./<r./*£<♦.«TTA 
Nb [f     (F.OE.xF )    GO    TO    19 

L'J<   =   LO»*l 

**<I ft (AN)    TTA 

1*   FOHWAfd«    .^.«FULL   UN   Mfc,^   DIPS   »ELOU   HtUUlWtÜ   MINIMUM   RLStMVt    AT 
l».Fld.<?) 

70 IK    (f-.tjt.u.o)    OO   TO    IW 
n   =   F    ♦    XM«r TA 
AT    =   *>/XM 

NZtMf)    =    N/tWU*l 

*itlTE<?«lb)   XT 
7S IS   KO*MAT(1H    . <?X.*L)KA«U0*N    H 1 T S    Zt*U    AT    HOUM*« F1 U. ^) 

F   =   0.0 
19 *4lTc<?t?0)    F««F«TTA 

-f    fin   .^X.«FUtL   ON   MANl)«,F10.?tSA.<»W£St»Vt   FULL   KEQUlwEO». 

1F10.^»-5X,»TOTAL   ACCUMLLATtO   T HL» «F 1 0 .2) 
ftfl rijUwN   =    F 

htT'J^N 
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1 S'-HHOUUNt <)HhU*»0«"<M,>tJM, T lM,TMA,TlMta»TTA,Utr)!JU«»ii.LL»   J4*.lJJ. 

COMMON DtLlfJLL^ 
COtMOft     NOS» IOVFLO«100) ♦ F»0utJ»FUL<Ax 

S COMMON    AOP(lOO) .XOO*N( I 00) .XOHPEPC i00)♦XU(100).TP<100)»00 
COMMON TlMtl(100).UMe<-(iOO)»TIMtll(100)»TiMt<?<-(iOu)»TUP.lI 
COMMON XXM.XM,XNtT.XNtTY 

C   TTA   IS   MOhic   T"MN   bOO   nuOWb   OH   £5   OAYS 
T<!   =   TTAP 

10 Kl   =   NM-(J4^*lJJ) 
iMlTM*«?0U)    TlM.TPA,TlMA,TM 

Ü00   HOKMAT UH   tSA»«TIM«tF10,<>tbXt«TPA«»»FlQ.*«bA»«TlMA»«M0.*»«3A» 
1«TTA«.F10.^) 
wHITE(c!»?lO)    NM.ANM.HUOwN tLL.F ♦ J4«^ UJ 

IS ?10   FOrtMATIIM    t b*.»NH»i I^.bA.^XNH^.Fh.^^A.'hiJUWN»^ I 0 . ^ » b A ♦ »LL • ♦ I«? ♦ 
lbXt»F««H0.?»bX.*J4 3»»Ib»SA»«>IJJ»»IS) 

IFINO.OE.?)    GO   TO   94 
NO   =   2 
it ( I f wH.Gt.bOO.) tiJ TO 94 OJMH 

2U 0 = rtOO*N 
IF(Kl.LT.l) bO TO 131 

C CHANGE IN OPArfOOnN ÜCCo*b otFOHE STAPT OF PAPTIAL MISSION 
TTl = 60Q.-TTAP 
NM2   =   TT1/40. 

?5 TX   =   TT1-NM?«46. 
IF(NM^.LT.l)    00   TO   9? 
DO   90    1JK = 1 »NM<? 
U^PE»   =   0*XNtT 
AUPPE*(UM    =   uPPEW 

TO U   =   T<**3u. 
TIMEl 1 ( ljrv)    =   Tl 
0    =   tiPPEW-AMMH. 
XO(IjK)    =0 
T^   =   Tl*la. 

3S TIME2PUJM    =   T? 
90 CO>*TlNOE 
*•   U»v   =  NM2*i 

IF(TA.oE.24.)   00   To   91 
UHPEP   =   D*ANET 

40 ü   =   UPPEW-AMMtt. 
60   TO   93 

91 7NKT   =    (XNET«.b)*(XNETY«.<?) 
uHKtR   =   D   ♦   ZNET 
0   =   UPPER-XXM»ln. 

4b 93   Tl   =   T^*30. 
TIME1K UrU    =   Tl 
IB =  ri*i«. 
XUPPEK(UM    =   UPPEH 
*u>< UK)    =   0 

*0 TlME?d(U»0    =   T2 
KO   ■   NM?*£ 

GO   TO   *5 
94 KO   =   1 

Ü   =   F 
SS lF(NM.LT.l)    GO   TO   1 13 

GO   TO   ^h 
95 IF(KO.GT.NM)    t,o   TO   113 
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96 IF(Kl.LT.l) GO TO 131 
DO 100 lJK = K0tM 

f»0 UPPER = U ♦ XNETY 
AUPPERUJK) ■ UPPER 
Tl   =   T2*3u. 
TlMf 11 (UK)   =   Tl 
0   ■   UPPER   -   XXM»l»i. 

65 XUUJK)    =   L» 
T2   =   Tl*lb*. 
TIME22< UK)    =   T? 

100   CONTINUE 
DO   101   IJK=1»M ')jnr 

70 IDRD=ltt bjrlb 
1F(XUPPER(UK).GT.FULMAX   »CALL   FULL 1 < XUPPEK • UPOf XO.K 1, UK« 

X   TI ME 11 ( UK ) ) 
101        »RITE(2»130)    XUPPfcrt(UK).TlMEll (UK),IOROtXO(UK) •T1ME22(UK) bjhn 

130 F0RMAT(6X»»NtT   ÖELlVtPY   AFTER   COMPLETE   MISSION»,F10.2t5X,»TiMt«• 
75 XFl0.2.5Xtl2.«   HOUR   DPA«OOwN«.H 0. 2. 5X t«TlMt •ff 1 0. 2) bJHH 

i <f=TIMt22 <K1) 
D=XD(K1) Gjiirt 

131 IF(LL.NE.l)    GO   TO   113 
C   CALCULATE   iORuNl   HOUR   URA«00«N (.jhrt 

80 111 T1=T?*30. 
J?   m   TWIOPUN1 ojrtu 
IF(Tl.uE.b24.)ALTUP=D«MNETr 
Ir(Tl.LE.60 0.)ALTUP=0*XNbT 
IF(TUGT.b0U..ANU.Tl.LT.b24.)ALTUP*D*DELl»24.*UEL2«b.-(Tl-b00.)« 

85 X   XXM-" b30.-Tl)«XM 
IF(T2.GE.6*<?.)ALTD=ALTUP-(FL0ATII0PDN1)»XXM) 
IF(T2.LT.b4 2.)ALU=ALTUP-(T2-b00.)»XXM-(642.-T*')»XM 
lF(T?.LE.b0 0.)ALTU=ALTUP-(FLOAT(lDPDNl)»XM) 
J42 = J42-1 

90 IURD=IORON1 UJHH 
IF(ALTUP.OT.FULMAX )CALL FULL2(ALTuP*10PD*ALTO.T1) 
WRITE (211 1*) ALTUP, T1.IÜWU, ALTO. T2 t»J«b 

114 FORMAK   bX.«NE.T OEL I VERY» .F 10 .2.5X , »T iMt» .K 1 0 .2 t5X, 12 .• «OUR ÜRAGJMB 
l«OU«N«»,F10.2t5X»»TlME«.f 10.2) 

95 D = ALU 
IF(UJ.LE.O) GO TO 113 

C CALCULATE IDRON2 HOUR ORA*DO«N bJHb 
Tl = T2*30. 
T2 = T1*1UKUN2 GJMd 

100 IF(T1.GE.624.)ALTUP=Ü*XNETY 
IF(Tl,L£.b0ü.)ALTUP=O*XN£ T 
IF(Tl.GT.b00..ANÜ.Tl.LT.62<».)ALTUP=D*OELl»24.*ÜtL2#b.-Ul-f>00.)» 

X XXM-(b30.-Tl)»XM 
IF(T2.GE.b42.)ALU=ALTUP-(FL0AT(IDPDN2)«XAM) 

105 IF(T2.LT.b*2,)ALTU=ALTUP-(T2-bü0.)»XXM-(b«»^.-T2)»XM 
IF(T2.LE.6ü0.)ALTO=ALTUP-(FLOAT(IDWON2)«XM) 
UJ = IJJ-1 
UPD=l0RDN2 bJMb 
IF(ALTuP.oT.FULMAX    )CALL   FULL2(ALUP.IORO.ALTO«T1) 

I ' "■> «RITE (2.1 1H)ALTUP.U.IORU.ALTO.T2 GJhS 
Ü   =   ALTO 
IFU42.LE.U)    bO   TU   113 
GO   TO   111 

113   «UPPER   =   XNETY   «XNM*U 
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1\$ i i * u   -   T r' ♦ r 1 
z    tiJPRtH-AA** I I"4 

♦ Tl* 
IItKl.LT.J)    ftj   TO   133 
l* ( ■»".»_!. 1 .a"."u.ür.NM|     1 J2. 13 J 

1?U U^       uU   l.H*   [jft«l«K) <>JHB 

1 HO* 1M ojno 
IF UUHHfc»MIJKK©r#FUt>A*   »CALL   FuLLl ( AUPPE** IU*OtX0»M » IJK . 

>    Tl»»t i I (I JM > 
U*        » «lit (/>«! Ju)   XuPntrfU JM .TlMF.ll (I JK>, lOHOtXOUJM »TIML^UJ*) GJHb 

l?s II        IFt«OFVtFf#fcI.   Fiji.**« I CALL   MJLL2 WUKPfcH« IOHO»F ,11PA) 
»rflTL (r »1 te)b(jH>tM«TI»'A*f . T IoA 

1 jb   F !WM»nhK,*frt T   UtLlVtHY   AFIt*   HAWTIAL   * ISSl ON» . Fl 0 . 2 t 5X • • T I ME« ♦ 
IF |0.2.->X.»l>c»W<Nl lMt    UF»<»WUOwN«tFlÜ.^«S^f«TlMt#tF 10,?) 

■FH1.MAX/ «. 
l^ii It- ITT«.LF..124H.)H<F=FULMAA/J./?./62*.«»TTA 

If    (► .or .KF )   no   TO   120 
LOK   =   LO**l 
»f<ITet?«U6)    TTA 

\)t   MHMtTtlH    .<?*t»FOtL   ON   hANO   OIF'S   FiF-LOW   HtOOlKtO   MINIMUM   PESt'HVt    AT 
lib 1 * . K10.^ > 

IF    (F.ot.O.Ü)    00   To   120 
K    =    F    ♦    *AK«TTA 
XT   =      n/xxM 

140 *sITE(2.1lo)    AT 
11^   FORMAT (1H   ,^,«I)HA«UO»N   HITS   Zt«0   AT   MUUM*«FI0.2) 

u.i) 

120   **ITF (•.Üb)    F,WF .TTA 
12b   FORMAT    (In   •^«••FOtl   ON   nANO» tF 10 .? .SX. •Wt.SEWVt   FULL   RLOUIWEO«« 

US IF 10.?. SX, «TOTAL   ACC'jMULATtO   T IMF.» ,F 1 0 .2» 
NCTuf«! 
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I S'JlKOuriNc   KiJLL<MALTUH,IDrt'J,ALTDtT) 
COMMON DELl»Utu2 
COMMON NUS.IOVH_U(100)»F , HtJP,F ULMAX 
l'JVFLO(N'Ji>)=lOVFLU(NOS)*l 

5 l)tL«OtLl 
IF (T.oT.bOU.)Utl = UtL2 
NfUS=i«LiU^-   KULMAXJ/ltL 
ALTl)P=«LTuH-{NHfVS»ütL) GJHB 
Iü^O=IUPD*^M«b GJHB 

10 ALTU=«LTn-(NDKS»0tL) GJMfa 
R£TU*H GJHB 
B«W GJHB 

1 SUrtflOJTlNt    FULLl UUPPt K.iu*0»Xl>.Mf U»V»T) 
COMMON   üELIIUEL^ 
COMMON NOb»lüVCLO(lüü)tF.rtuP.FULMAX 
.IlENSlON   AUPPtW(l) tAlMl) <>Jrlb 

5 IOVFLU(NUS)=lOVFL'J(NOb)*l 
ÜLL=DtLl 
IF <T.bT.6ÖU.)0tL=ütL2 
NH*=(XUPPtP(lJ*)- FULPAX)/DtL 
IOPO=IÜPÜ*Nrlh? bJMh 

10 UÜ   10    l = I,JK,Kl bJHH 
XUPPtP( I)=XUPPEP(I)-(NHW«btL) 

10 Ä^(I)=AÜ(I)-(NMp»UEl  ) GjMri 
ttOP=HUP-NhK*0EL 
F=F-NtlH«UCL 

lb KETUPN GJHH 
F.NÜ OJMB 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY OF SIMULATION OUTPUT 

Table CM. 

cc 

Initial Subsequent 
Pipeline Flow How 
Length Rate Rate 

(ft) (bbl/h) (bbl/h) R=0.3 

Average Number of Times (and Range of Times) 1 u» I EUaem Falls to Zero at 
Reliability R During a 90-Da\ ()peration 

R=0.4        R=0.5 R=0.6      R=0.7 K=0.8 R=0.85 'i.90       R=0.95 

1,000 990 

700 

620 

570 

500 

440 

1,730 

1,230 

1,090 

1,000 

870 

780 

0.35 
(0-5*) 

0.14 
(0-3*) 

0.05 
(0-3*) 

0.77 
(0-6*) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.31 
(04*) 

0.96 
(0-11*) 

0 

0.29 
(0-3*) 

0.42 
(04*) 

0.86 
(0-7*) 

0 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.28 
(04*) 

0.48 
(0-3*) 

0.89 
(<>-*) 

0 

0.08 
(0-2*) 

0.12 
(0-3*) 

0.21 
(0-2*) 

0.55 
(04*) 

0 

OL03 
(0-1*) 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.14 
(0-2*) 

0.41 
(0-3*) 

0 

2,000 "3.52      j 
(0-14*) I 

6.65 
(0-17) 

9.45 
(0-22) 

14.03 
(5*25) 

19.35 
(6-33) 

1.81 
(0-9*) 

3.45 
(0-9) 

4.93     j 
(0-14*) 1 

9.15 
(1-23) 

13.10 
(5-25) 

0 

2,500 1.82 
(0-9*) 

2.99 
(0-9*) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

3,000 1.59 
(0-8*) 

0.06 
(0-2*) 

4,000 5.72 
(0-12) 

9.06 
(3-19) 

" 3.61    | 
(0-10*)j 

5.92 
(1-13) 

1.69 
(0-8*) 

"4^24 """"J 
(0-12*) 1 

0.12 
(0-2*) 

5,000 2.34 
(0-6*) 

1.55 
(0-5*) 

1.23 
(0-5*) 

042 
(0-3*) 

1. Reserve Objective = 10 Day». 
2. Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = 5, During Subsequent Period = 4. 
3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting with the Beginning of the Second 30-Hour Mooring Mission, i.e., After Midnight 

of Day 6. 
4. All Hoofing Missions will Consist of a Theoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 
5. Initial Period Daily Demand = 6,386 bbl/d; Subsequent Period Daily Demand = 7,982 bbl/d. 
6. Cutoff Limit for Fuel Reserve = 57,204 bbl. 
*    Indicates that for every simulated 90-day hostilit> in which Ute fuel on hand dropped to the minimum, i.e., zero, level one or more times, it also rose to the 

maximum cutoff level, causing truncation of one or more fuel deliveries. 
• iicates not computed. 

NOTE:   Sobd line divides feasible (lower left) from infeasible (upper right) values.  Dashed line divides unacceptable (lower left) from acceptable (upper right) 
values. 



Table C-2. 

CO 
I- 

Initial Subsequent 
Pipeline Flow Flow 
Length Rate Hat«- 

(ft) (bbl/h) (bbl/h) R=0.3 

Average Number of Times (and Range of Times) Fuel Reserve Falls to Zero at 
Reliability R During a 90-Day Operation 

R=0.4 R=0.5 R=0.6       R=0.7 R=0.8 R=0.85       R=0.90       R-0.95 

1.000 990 

700 

620 

570 

500 

440 

1,730 

1,230 

1,090 

1,000 

870 

780 

0.23 
(0-5*) 

0.04 
(0-2*) 

0.71 
(0-6*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.38 
(0-5*) 

0.62 
(0-6*) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.11 
(0-3*) 

0.28 
(0-7*) 

0.36 
(0-5*) 

0 

0.03 
(0-2*) 

0.14 
(0-3*) 

0.13 
(04*) 

0.69 
(0-7*) 

NC 

0.07 
(0-1*) 

0.08 
(0-1*) 

0.19 
(0-3*) 

0.26 
(0-3*) 

0.67 
(0-5*) 

NC 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.05 
(0-2*) 

0.14 
(0-2*) 

0.52 
(0-7*) 

NC 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.08 
(0-2*) 

0.14 
(0-2*) 

0 

2,000 1.85 
(0-9*) 

"T3ET1 
(0-13) j 

5.92 
(0-18) L 

11.64 
(0-25) 

17.82 
(8-27) 

0 

2,500 1.60 
(0-6*) 

2.92 
(0-14*) 

0 

3,000 i.r,4 
(0-9*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

4,000 6.04 
(0-18) 

11.55 
(0-25) 

3.16 
(0-14)j 

7.36 
(0-17) 

1.50 
(0-11*) 

~3.43~] 
(0-14) 1 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

5,000 1.81 
(0-10) 

0.08 
(0-2*) 

1. Reserve Objective = 10 Days. 
2. Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = 6, During Subsequent Period = 4. 
3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting with the Beginning of the Second 30-Hour Mooring Mission, i.e., After Midnight 

of Day 6. 
4. All Mooring Missions will Consist of a Theoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 
5. Initial Period Daily Demand = 5,321 bbl/d; Subsequent Period Daily Demand = 7,982 bbl/d. 
6. Cutoff Limit for Fuel Reserve = 47,670 bbl. 
*    Indicates that for every simulated 90-day hostility in which the fuel on hand dropped to the minimum, i.e., zero, level one or more times, it also rose to the 

maximum cutoff level causing truncation of one or more fuel deliveries. 
NC indicates not computed. 
NCTE:   Solid line divides feasible (lower left) from infeasible (upper right) values.   Dashed line divides unacceptable (lower left) from acceptable (upper right) 

values. 



Table C-3. 

Initial Subsequent 
Pipeline Flow Flow 
Length Rate Rate 

(ft) (bbl/h) (bbl/h) R=0.3 

Average Number of Times (and Range of Times) Fuel Reserve Falls to Zero at 
Reliability R During a 90-Day Operation 

R=0.4 R=0.5 R=0.6     R=0.7 R=0.8 R=0.85       R=0.90       R=0.95 

1,000 990 

700 

620 

570 

500 

440 

1,730 

1,230 

1,090 

1,000 

870 

780 

0.51 
(0-6*) 

0.19 
(0-3*) 

0.07 
(0-3*) 

1.29 
(0-6*) 

0.04 
(0-2*) 

0.41 
(0-5*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.17 
(0-2*) 

0.76 
(0-5*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.14 
(0-2*) 

0.20 
(0-3*) 

0.70 
! (0-4*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.16 
(0-3*) 

0.34 
(0-4*) 

0 

0.05 
(0-1*) 

0.13 
(0-3*) 

0.18 
(0-3*) 

0.54 
(04*) 

NC 

2,000 "4.2T    i 
(0-13) 'L 

7.04 
(1-18) 

10.18 
(2-23) 

15.93 
(7-26) 

20.78 
(9-32) 

2.52 
(0-10*) 

4.00    l 
(0-12) «L 

6.11 
(0-16) 

10.66 
(2-23) 

14.85 
(4-23) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

2,500 2.65 
(0-12*) 

"3.91*"" 
(0-13)   [ 

7.23 
(2-16) 

10.22 
(4-21) 

1.55 
(0-11*) 

2.55 
(0-11*) 

"7.46      i 
(0-13)   J 
6.33 
(2-15) 

0.08 
(0-2*) 

3,000 1.36 
<08*) 

2.96 
J0-10) 

4.19 " 
(0-17) 

0.08 
(0-3*) 

4,000 1.38 
(0-5*) 

~£o6~"} 
(0-ß) 

1.04 
(04*) 

2.06 
(0-6) 

0.18 
(0-2*) 

5,000 1.46 
(0-5*) 

0.68 
(0-3*) 

1. Reserve Objective = 20 Day». 
2. Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = 6, During Subsequent Period = 4. 
3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting with the Beginning of the Second 30-Hour Mooring Mission, i.e.. After Midnight 

of Day 6. 
4. All Mooring Missions will Consist of a Theoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 
5. Initial Period Daily Demand = 6,749 bbl/d; Subsequent Period Daily Demand = 8,277 bbl/d. 
6. Cutoff Limit for Fuel Reserve = 95,341 bbl. 
*    Indicates that for every simulated 90-day hostility in which the fuel on hand dropped to the minimum, i.e., zero, level one or more times, it also rose to the 

maximum cutoff level, causing truncation of one or more fuel deliveries. 
NC indicates not computed. 
NOTE:  Solid Line divides feasible (lower left) from infeasible (upper right) values. Dashed line divides unacceptable (lower left) from acceptable (upper right) 

values. 



Table C4. 

2 

Initial Subsequent 
Pipeline Flow Flow 
Length Rate EUte 

(ft) (li!il/h) (bbl/h) R=0.3 

Average Number of Times (and Range of Times) Fuel Reserve Falls to Zero at 
reliability R During a 90-Day ( )peration 

R=0.4 R=0.5 R=0.6     R=0.1 R=0.8 R=0.85       R=0.90       R=0.95 

1,000 990 

700 

620 

570 

500 

440 

1,730 

1,230 

1,090 

1,000 

870 

780 

0.17 
(04*) 

0.06 
(0-3*) 

0.03 
(0-2*) 

0.49 
(0-5*) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.18 
(04*) 

0.48 
(0-7*) 

0.90 
(0-11*) 

0 

0.05 
(0-1*) 

0.12 
(0-2*) 

0.45 
(0-5*) 

0 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.08 
(0-2*) 

0.21 
(0-3*) 

0.43 
(04*) 

0 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.09 
(0-2*) 

0.26 
(0-2*) 

0.88 
(0-6*) 

NC 

0 

0.04 
(0-1*) 

0.04 
(0-2*) 

0.19 
(0-3*) 

0.62 
(04*) 

NC 

2,000 2.20 
(0-11) 

"4.37 
(0-15) 

7.90 
(0-21) 

14.35 
(3-26) 

19.88 
(7-30) 

1.04 
(0-8*) 

"!  1.75 
(0-11) 

"3.78 
(0-14) 

8.47 
(0-23*) 

13.70 
(2-25) 

NC 

2,500 

3,000 

1.15 
(0-11*) 

1.92 
(0-11*) 

"5.03 i 
(0-15) j^ 

8.80 
(1-20) 

0 

0.04 
(0-1*) 

4,000 2.02 
(0-11*) 

~lL99" ~j 
(0-15) 1 

1.25 
(0-8*) 

2.71 
(0-14) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

5,000 1.71 
(0-7) 

0.16 
(0-2*) 

1. Reserve Objective = 20 Days. 
2. Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = 7, During Subsequent Period = 4. 
3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting with the Beginning of the Second 30-Hour Mooring Mission, i.e.. After Midnight 

of Day 6. 
4. AU Mooring Missions will Consist of a 1 'heoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 
5. Initial Period Daily Demand = 5,785 bbl/d; Subsequent Period Daily Demand = 8,277 bbl/d. 
6. Cutoff Limit for Fuel Reserve = 81,721 bbl. 
*    Indicates that for even simulated 90-day hostility in which the fuel on hand dropped to the minimum, i.e., zero, level one or more times, it also rose to the 

maximum cutoff level, causing truncation of one or more fuel deliveri«-. 
NC indicates; not computed. 
NOTE:   Solid line divides feasible (lower left) from infeasible (upper right) values.  Dashed line divides unacceptable (lower left) from acceptable (upper right) 

values. 



Table C-5. 

Initial Subsequent 
Pipeline       Flow Flow 
Length         Rate Rate 

(ft)          (bbl/h) (bbl/b) 

Average Number of Times (and Range of Times) Fuel Reserve Falls to Zero at 
 Reliability R During a 90-Day Operation  

R=0.3 R-04 R=0.5 R=0.6      R=0.7 R=0.8 R=0.85       R=0.90       R=0.95 

1,000 990 

700 

620 

570 

500 

440 

1,730 

1,230 

1,090 

1,000 

870 

780 

0.36 
(0-5*) 

0.14 
(0-3*) 

0.05 
(0-3*) 

1.00 
(0-6*) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

0.27 
(04*) 

0 

0.10 
(0-1*) 

0.40 
(0-5*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.05 
(0-2*) 

0.16 
(0-2*) 

0.53 
(04*) 

0.99 
(04*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.03 
(0-1) 

0.13 
(04*) 

0.24 
(0-3*) 

0.71 
(04*) 

NC 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.06 
(0-2*) 

0.14 
(0-2*) 

0.38 
(04*) 

NC 

2,000 333   j 
(0-12)  j 

6.19 
(0-17) 

9.63 
(1-23) 

15.74 
(7-28) 

20.79 
(9-31) 

2.05 
(0-10*) 

3.25    j 
(0-12) j 

5.31 
(0-16) 

10.24 
(2-23) 

14.89 
(5-26) 

NC 

2,500 2.00           1.03 
(0-11*)       (0-9*) 

~328      j    1.90 
(0-13)     JÖ41) 
6.74           3.86 
(1-15)        (0-12) 

10.14         6.24 
(4-22)        (2-15) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

3,000 

4,000 

1.02 
(0-8*) 

2.41 
(0-10) 

3.99   j 
(0-17) j 

0.05 
(0-2*) 

0.10 
(0-1*) 

5,000 2.89 
(0-7) 

1.87 
(0-6) 

1.31 
(0-5) 

0.58 
(0-3*) 

1. Reserve Objective = 30 Days. 
2. Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = 8, During Subsequent Period = 4. 
3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting with the Beginning of the Second 30-Hour Mooring Mission, i.e.. After Midnight 

of Day 6. 
4. All Mooring Missions will Consist of a Theoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 
5. Initial Period Daily Demand ■ 6,442 bbl/d; Subsequent Period Daily Demand = 8,317 bbl/d. 
6. Cutoff Limit for Fuel Reserve = 107,258 bbl. 
*    Indicates that for every simulated 90-day hostility in which the fuel on hand dropped to the minimum, i.e., zero, level one or more times, it also rose to the 

maximum cutoff level, causing truncation of one or more fuel deliveries. 
NC indicates not computed. 
NOTE:   Solid line divides feasible (lower left) from unfeasible (upper right) values.  Dashed line divides unacceptable (lower left) from acceptable (upper right) 

values. 



Table C-6. 

cc 

Initial 
Pipeline Flow 
Length Kate 
(ft) (bbl/h) 

Subsequent 
Flow 
Rate 

(bbl/h) 

Average Number of Times (and Range of Times) Fuel Reserve Falls to Zero at 
 Reliability H During a 90-Day Operation 

R=0.3 R=0.4 R=0.5 R=0.6     R=0.7 R=0.8 IWL85       R=0.90       R=0.95 

1,000 990 

700 

620 

:,7I) 

500 

440 

1,730 

1,230 

1,090 

1,000 

870 

780 

0.16 
(04*) 

0.05 
(0-3*) 

0.93 
(0-8*) 

0.03 
(0-2*) 

0.44 
(0-5*) 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.15 
(04*) 

0.50 
(0-7*) 

0.87 
(0-11*) 

0 

0.04 
(0-1*) 

0.10 
(0-2*) 

0.44 
(0-5*) 

0 

0.01 
(0-1*) 

0.07 
(0-2*) 

0.21 
(0-3*) 

0.37 
(0-3*) 

0 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.05 
(0-2*) 

0.09 
(0-2*) 

0.23 
(0-3*) 

0.83 
(0-6) 

NC 

0 

0.03 
(0-1*) 

0.04 
(0-2*) 

0.18 
(0-3*) 

0.58 
(04*) 

NC 

2,000 2.03 
(0-10) 

4.20 1 
(0-15) j_ 

7.88 
(0-20) 

1 1.16 
(3-25) 

19.96 
(H-30) 

NC 

2,500 

3,000 

1.68 
(0-11) 

3.68    "j 
(0-14)  L 

8.32 
(0-23) 

13.84 
(1-25) 

1.05 
(0-10*) 

1.83 
(0-10) 

4.90 
(0-15) i 

8.85 
(1-21) 

0 

0.04 
(0-1*) 

4,000 1.83 
(0-11) 

4.86 "j 
(0-15) 1 

1.12 
(0-7*) 

2.59 
(0-14) 

0.02 
(0-1*) 

5,000 1.61 
(0-7) 

0.15 
(0-2*) 

1.  Reserve Objective = 30 Days. 
J.  Number of Systems Deployed During Initial Period = 9, During Subsequent Period = 4, 
3. Failures May Not Occur During Day 5 and Day 6; They May Occur Starting with the Beginning of the Second 30-Hour Mooring Mission, i.e., After Midnight 

of Day 6. 
4. All Mooring Missions will Consist of a Theoretically Possible 30 Hours of Pumping Time Followed by 18 Hours of Drawdown. 
5. Initial Period Daily Demand = 5,726 bbl/d;Subsequent Period Daily Demand = 8,317 bbl/d. 
6. Cutoff Limit for Fuel Reserve = 95,341 bbL 
*     Indicates that for every simulated 90-day bottiKtj in which the fuel on hand dropped to the minimum, i.e., zero, level one or more times, it also rose to the 

maximum cutoff level, causing truncation of one or more fuel deliveries. 
NC indicates not computed. 
NOTE:   SoUd line divides feasible (lower left) from infeasible (upper right) values.  Dashed line divides unacceptable (lower left) from acceptable (upper right) 

values. 
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